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Lumber Duty Will be Retained as
Passed by House. Sugar Schedule Remains Same and
Wool Duly Goes
Back.

Washington U. ('., April !2. -- It
or
seems to lie the determination
Congress to
lay all plans for in
ternal waterway improvements until
the comniis:-!- ' m appointed to consider the subject shall have made u report. This 1I1 termination
probably
will hold even if the report of the engineers now under consideration
is
found to be favorable to the project
of constructing a deep-watchunnel
from St. Louis to the Uulf of Mexico, thus ipracticnlly establishing the
entire feasibility of the project for a
fall i p canal from Chicago to the mouth
"f the Mississippi.
There is a feeling that, while the
engineers may find It possible to construct a deep water channel through
the valley, they may fix such a price
for the construction as to make the
country hesitate before undertaking
the work. Congress, under the advice of Theodore E. Burton and other men who have been Intimately
associated with rivers anil harbors
work, never has shown enthusiasm toward the ship channel project that
the middle west hoped it would show,
coming
Speaker Cannon. although
from a state which would bo benefited greatly by the building of fl ship
canal, hag been held from a lentous
support of the plan by his undoubted
belief that the cost will be great and
that the whole matter should be
cautiously.
The Inland Waterways commission,
appointed by Theodore Itoosevelt.
without the sanction of Congress, has
been superseded by the National Water-ways
commission, named and approved by Congress, and for which
$50,000 haa been appropriated for expense purposes. This commission already has formulated a plan for the
conduct of its own work, having in
mind at the same time the future
waterway appropriation work of Congress.
If the commission carries out its
announced plan there will be a comprehensive study of the whole inland
waterway .situation, with a view to
adopting a scheme of procedure upon
which might be written the words
"make haste slowely." Senator Rur-to- n
Is the chairman "f the newly con
stituted commission. lie never lias
said flatly he is opposed to the
His atdeep waterway.
titude simply has been that of a man
who must be convinced, and also ns
that of one who perfers to convince
himself. His duties on the commission will give him the convincing opportunity.
The pressure brought to bear on
the rivers and harbors committees of
the House to recommend an appropriation for beginning work oil the
channel was responsible largely for the appointment of
commission
the national waterways
by Congress. This is its membership:
Piles.
Senators fiurton. Gallinger,
Simmons and
Smith of Michigan;
Clark of Arkansas; Representatives
Alexander, Lorimer. Stevens of Minnesota, Wanger. Sparkman and Moon,
There are on the committee only one
or two enthusiastic supporters of the
middle western plan for the valley
ship canal. Lorimer, of Illinois, has
been from the first an ardent supporter of the project, and he has given
more time to the securing of .an opening wedge appropriation for the. plan
than has any other man In Congress.
He believes firmly that the report of
the engineers on the Mississippi channel will be favorable.
It probably would be better for the
channel If there
were more middle westerners on the
commission. Apparently it was not
chosen with a first view to aiding the
plan for the greatest Internal waterway improvement
under consideration. It Is said, however, that every
d
member of the commission is
on the subject, and that unis
less the army engineers' report
such as seemingly to preclude the
possibility of constructing a channel
down the Mississippi, the project will
be one of the first to be given the
commission's consideration.
Jt Is the present intention of the
members of the waterways bojy to
visit the localities in which the pen-rl- e
are asking for channel Improvements. An "on the spot" Investigation will be made In t ach place vis- -

Washington, April 12. The S. nato
committee on finance met at 19
o'clock this morning to consider the
tariff bill pa.ssed by the House ami
a full membership was present. Senator Aldrlch, when asked to make a
summary of the changes in the bill
proposed to be made by the Senate,
said:
"In the main, the rates In the tariff bill us reported from the Senate
llnance committee are lower thun
those passed by the House. The aot-u- a'
number of decreases Is ubot'.r
thiee times as many as the increase.
Sin h Increase- - as have been made
at-necessary to preserve the sm-metr- y
of the schedules.
"A number of articles in common
have been taken from the dutiable list of the House bill und restored to the free list. Iron ore, id
r stored to the dutiable list at 25o
a ton reduction, or 13 cents a ton
throughout in the schedule A duty
on lead ore of 1 hit cents a pound is
retained. The House rate of $1 a
thousand on rough lumber stands.
Imported hardwoods are restored to
the free list. The sugar schedule of
the House will stand."' The average
rates on cotton remain and the committee has restored the rate on the
wool schedule to the rate
of the
present law."
The differential of $2 a ton between pir Iron and scrap iron is
eliminated but the duty on both pig
and scrap iron is retained at $2.50 a
ton. a reduction of $1.50 from the
Dlngley rates. The duty on steel
rails
left at J3.S2 a ton as fixed
by the House, but it is stateil that
this may be increased when the metal
schedules are taken up for discussion on the floor of the Senate.
The duty on first and second class
wools Is left the same us at present and on third class wools to the
value of twelve cents a duty of four
cents Is Imposed, while over twelve
cents value will pay seven cents. Top
flubbing waste Is fixed fit thirty
cents.
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the
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Twentv-eve- n
one
on
Michigan
voted
of
counties
Nlncteioi went ilrv. jind eiirht wet. The black areas show
oiistinu' saloonsthe counties that voted dry. the crosses the wet. Shaded areas are counties that had already ousted the saloons, and in the white no elections havebeen held. The prohibition agitation has. not yet reached the upper peninsula of the state.
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SERGEANTS
TO INSTRUCT GUARDS

BEGINS TOMORROW

Incmtscxl Forre or
.Summoned and Tuft Authorise
Have lk-eOfficios Fur
llotli Sides Arc Rctidy to lluve
die Army,
Cone Heard.

WJincMMt--

he
Unless a continuance should
granted the second trial of John
Donahue, on the charge of killing
Justiano Chaves at the Summer garden last July, will be begun in the
court tomorrow
Second
Judicial
morning at 9 o'clock. All the witnesses in the case have Teen summoned and counsel on both sides are
ready to go to trial.
Chaves, it will be remembered, was
shot in the early morning during the
drunken brawl. Two native companions of Chaves declared that Donahue did the shooting. Donahue pleaded not guilty to the charge?. The first
trial at the last term of court resultgave
ed In a hung Jury. Donahue
$10,000 bond for his appearance at
this term of court. His 'friend expect m acquittal.
versus
The case of the territory
Francisco Herrera and Jose Chaves,
who are charged with larceny from
the
a box car, which has occupied
attention of the court for three days,
3
o'clock
was given to the Jury at
this afternoon.
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lakcs-to-the-fu- lf

OF DONAHUE

.moui:

Washington, April 12. In order to
provide the organized militia of each
state ami territory with a noncommissioned officer of the regular army
purposes President
for Instruction
Taft has authorized an Increase of
the noncommissioned .staff of the
Ijimv bv sixtv sergeants.
They will be distributed one sergeant to each company of the First,
Second. Third. Fourth and Fifth regiments of the L'nited States infantry
and l Ion detailed to the organized
militia for service. One sergeant will
le detailed to each tute or territory
for
having one full regiment and
each thousand additional strength a
state or territory will be allotted an
additional sergeant.
This will give the state of New
officers
York 14
for instruction purposes and the statu
of Pennsylvania nine.

Will
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pfoplk fmn;

CHlCAtiO'S PLAYt.ROl NR.
Chicago, April 12. Increased
at the playgrounds and bathing beaches under the control of the
special park commission during stix
is shown in the annual report of the
commission. Records t by the superintendents show that the children
using the playgrounds and apparatus
during the twelve months ending
31. litus. were 2.ls.:!B. an
increase of .VlO.ooc) MVfr IhOT.
Still greater use is expected this
year because more grounds will be
opened, ami the commission expressed the belief that the pia grounds
habit is growing.
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(Will.
Os-

wald, a much wanted witness before
the grand Jury in the graft ease, and
had
f 'r whose appreln nsioii Jt.Oini
court
In en offered, walked into the
room this morning and presented
His aphimself to the grand
xpeeted to supply the
pearance is
missing link in the evidence, which
may bring more Indictments for g r:i ft.
.
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F ARIA
San Francisco. April 12. The pro-- i
a Jury for tio- trial
ess of
of Patrick Calhoun, president of the
l'nited Railroads. entered th. fourteenth week today with el. v. u jurors sworn. It Is thought probable
that Judge I.awlor will grant the
plea of the prosecution for a thirteenth, or emergency Juror to sit in
with the panel.
ii
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HUNDREDS

Will Not Ite

FiVMM-d-

Hurled
Petroslol
l.iculciiuiil .oM-pl- i
at New York Today Willi 1m- xsliig Ceremony.

.

12.
Lieut. Joseph Petrosinl. the police officer killed while fighting the Rlack Hand in
Italy, was buried today, the occasion
being a remarkable one. Many Italian
civic societies, together with a detachment of police and firemen attended the services.
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A
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Okla., April
statement was given out here today
from the l'nited Stat- s district attorney's office that Special Prosecutor Sylvester Rush had decided ts
abandon further prosecution of Gov.
Hnesk.ll and six other oklahomans in
the tow n lot easi s. It is said the
order came from Washington.
e.
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ATTENDED

DETECTIVE'S FUNERAL

FURTHER

Siult'iiienl I.Rcii Out at Muskogee
Suj That I and Fraud Charge

1

I P.
TAXICAR RATFS
YorkNew
New York. April 12.
ers, who already are (paying more for
their carriage hire than any large
city in the w orld, w ill have somi thing
like $2.".u.otl0 a year added to their
luxicab bill. The NVw York Taxicub
company, which owns and operates
in the
of the taxl.-ababout one-hacity, has put into effect an increase
from thirty cents to fifty cents as an
initial charge with S1.T.0 instead of
$1 per hour as the waiting charge.
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NOT PROSECUTE

York.

CLAIM

IT

Rivers and
Problem of Convt-rtlnLakes Into Transportation
System Will be Thor- oughly Stud-te-

April

Ap-

Re-Heari-

:C

Supreme

Court Upholds Texas
Court Decision and Refuses
to Grant Another

v

x

ISJONFISCATION.

Trial In We
Case.
Washington. April 12. The su
preme court of the United States to- lay denied a motion for a
In tho caso of the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil
company, in which the nuprome
court recently affirmed the division
of Texas
a fine of
11.6(10.0(10 on the oil company and
ousting It from the state.
The request for a
was
filed a shifrt time ago and it was de- clared as a reason for the application that the decision of the Texas
court amounts to confiscation.

MRS. MATTHKW SCOTT. FROM I.ATI1ST PHOTOC.RAPH.
Mrs. Matthew Svott. wealtlfy I'.loumlnxton, III., widow, is the admln-nc- y
general of the exclusive and highly
istratlon candidate for the preside

courts.-Importin-

political Daughters of the American Revolution at the coming congress of
the organization in Washington, April l'.i. She Is the choice of the famous
Mrs, Donald McLean, for several years president general of the Daughters
who conlldently predicts her cleetlon.
Insurgents, alwas present
ranks of the Daughters, have decided
upon Mrs. Wm. C .tory irs their oindldate.
The hattV In prospect this yiar will rage over the completion of Continental hull, the million dollar marble memorial the D. A. it. wants to
COOK P'lOUVFl) IQMSKI.V
build in Washington, which has figured in many stormy scenes.
W1IK.V IIRKAR WOF1JKNT RISE.
San Francisco, April 12. "If that
bread don't rise I II Jump Into the
VACCINATION
THE
SAYS
SAND ON
TRACK
sea, F. H. Slupme. baker on br.or.i
the steamer Mariposa. Is reported to
have said shortly before hn diR.m.
CAUSES CANCER peared from the deck
of the Mari
posa, on March 24. while the veiel
was ploughing through
the tronle
llili W inds of the Past IVw
Niit.il New York Pliyslelnn claims seas en route from Tahiti to San
lays Traffic cm Dawson
Francisco.
'l luit Cance l' Was l iiknonti I'ntll
way I.Ine,
When the Mariposa arrived In pott
lui'iiiiitloii W hs Fiuploycil.
the olhYcrs reiportinl the Jisapnenr- 12.
April
High
Kl Paso. Texas.
H. ance of Slupme and the circumstance s
New York, April 12. Dr. W.
several days have
winds In the
a well know n pliysli'lan. Insists surrounding It seem to Indicate that
resulted in u delay to traffic on the Clark,
iCeinatlon Is t
"misc of can- - nervous, we rrieil, and exaapernW
Dawson railway line In northern New j I' at He'
,
shvi:
dougN w i.'jld not rie, the
Mexico, by banking sand on the raHs-.-A cancer was practically unknown
chief baker c'omaii.tteit suk'lefe
Lnst night a freight train near Taylor
until cow pox vac cination began to
According to statements by help--ewan stalled and three curs were deI believe, is
In the kitchen despite .Nlupmo's
railed and the firemen anil i ngln. cr abe introduced. Cancer,
eilsease of cell life, a ellsturbance utmost efforts, he found his
were hurt.
bread
of Its equilibrium, manifested by the' heavy and unsatisfactory
tei
rapid growth of cells anil the con- account for the actliui of Unable
SOLDI FKS HI NT KIOTI'.KS.
the yeast.
sequent building up of a tumor. J Slupme Is said to have remarked
Although
HI Paso. April 12.
that
Creel of Chihuahua, is creditctl liav'e to do witii nt least 200 eases of If the next hatch was not better he
I never
he
cancer,
re
de'clure
anil
that
San
saying
troublethe
at
with
that
would Jump overboard.
The follow.
Andreas, where riots recently occur- saw a ease' of i aneer In an unvai'cl-I'ate- d ing morning the baker was missing.
.
person.
dlsappi-ureelAme
un
rican
red, has all
The way vaciination causes cancer PROSFCITI-- TIIF. ROAD
paper says a band of eleven men are
on foot in the mountains ami are i like this: It takes 21 years to make
FOR ORAXTINO KFIIATFS,
f niialis a man and but four to make a cow,
being pursued by a fore
Little Rock. Ark., April 12. Unitce ll growth
being
slow
of
ibe
former
in the- district of Ouerrero.
To put the ed States District Attorney Whipple
anil the latter rapiei.
received Instructions to prorapid growing ce'ils, or protoplash, of today against
FKA7.V SXAKK MAY III DI l.
the Iron Mountain rail
Muskogee, Okia., April 12. Tlo'le a diseased animal (in a condition ot ceed
road, which Is under Indictment on
Is a rumor here' that Crazy
n.ikc. virulent infectious activity) into the lil'ty-nlcounts for rebating. Should
g
cells of man, is to disthe much wanted chief of the Ci ek
road be found guilty on all the
Indians, is dead, but the rum. ;an- - turb tin' equilibrium of cell life' anJ the
Imcounts and the heaviest
r at.- that disparity, disarrangement
not be verified.
to
ami disorganization which, when the posed, the fine would amount
season for caneer cenii'S late In life, $1,000,000.
FRENCH JOURNALIST
i..suits in eancef. If not tubureulosis
hll.LFI) WII F AN II lllMsl.l.l .
i i.rlicr."
Reno, New, April 12. 1 McFud-de- n
broke Into his wife's apartments
REFUSES THE TITLE PRO IDFN FOR Sl.i:
in a hotel this morning, and after
OF NO.MF Pt RLIC LANDS shooting her several times, commitWashington, April 12. I'napprop-riate.- l ted suicide.
lie Won't Filler Ananias ( luh al Re
ilesert lands not
Hot OtVeis to
w hi, line, In any Indian ri's. rvatl.in. ATTORN FY SIMS AITFR
iiies of R"o-ee- lt
lis.
WIIITi: SLAYF TRAFFIC
Prove Hit S:(tci
forest reserve, milituy post or l'nited
Chicago. April 12. That the UniStates reclamation district, may be
R
Paris. April
sold f citizens of the l'nited States ted States supreme court's d.'cislon
n
"white slave"
vi'lt Is engaged In an 'altercation
lot 1 1. '.- an ai r.- If a bill Intm.liie'ed in the
the' correspondent of Le Journal llVC" b Deleg-.it.- '
New Mexico case- - hus not Interfered with District
of
Andrews
al-Attorney Sims' crusade against
the authe nticity of an Interview puh- o. coin, s a law. Tin money so
ged Importers of alien women, was
I'.sheil by the paper, written by its
is to be .b'porlted to tie' credcorrespondent and alleged to have it of tile re 'lalll.ltioll service of the indicated in a spectacular raid by
United States deputy marshals on a
been obtained at Naples. Roosevelt slate ill which the lands are sold.
reort k. pt by Charles Malbaum.
aided from Suez that the Interview-waRogard.
.Maibaum
himself. Anna
false and the Le Journal insisteel
(Mil I. Ill D I P A TACK.
Inl
to have imported
is
Roosevelt again
it
asl truthful.
12.
Kltoii whom
Ohio. April
Charilon.
la.livostok. Russia, and nine
cabled, characterizing the
Parker, ti years old. son of Mr. and from
women inmates were arrested.
a an "inipuele'iil fabrication," but the
W. J. Parker, has coughed up
Mrs
When the prisoners we re arraigned
correspondent insists it is truthful a carpet tack that hail lain imbed-ile- d
l'nited States Commissioner
ami offers to give proof.
near his lung for three years. before
Foot. Maibaiim'n bond and that of
It is one of th strangest nudical the Rogard woman were fixe d at $10.-lOAVDRKWS HAS RILL
eases on record. That the sharp
in the
and $'") bail was ask-TO 1U.LIFVF MINFP
nw at el course hail not
Wonie-ncanes of each of the- - other
Del. gat. t.i,i k in its dow
12
April
Washington.
cause-e- l
lining,
delicate'
torn
the
who are- being held as
Andrews of New Mexico lias introand n li d the boy's
witncsMi-sduced a bill in the House- seeking to humiliation
wonderment,
sourceof
is
a
sou the
The cases wer.until
hui' suspended for the year I statul'-whlworsefor
his
though
the
iioihApril lb. In the meantime-ch
it is said,
provision of the revised
inglad
says
is
Bltiin
fcerie'twe.
the matter will be taken before the
provides that not b'ss than
federal grand jury and efforts made-t1 100 be exiii'iide-yearly In labor or tack is out.
w hen
ago
years
was
three
Just
It
have Maibaum indicted under a
improvements until aft r a patent is
d
playing,
floor
on
sat
the
iElton
section of the immigration law not
Issued on mining claims. The
n
II
put
down.
be.
pet had Just
affected by the supreme court'ti deof the bill is to prevent forfeit
tai k mar him and I, iby- - cision.
annual a bright
ure' for non-p- i rforinaiii e
,
like-It went to his mouth.
ass, eesuu nt work for ls0!t.
I K. IITS K I "I t III 1..
A
12.
New York. April
SI
L
mutch
PPI.Y.
Alll'MUVI'
M V CI
TUF W .FS
Jack Johnson, heavy w eight
Chicago, April 12 Alburto Hem. nt
CH F MIXF.KS.
ANTIIR
OF
I,
K
of
chaiiipK.n,
tchStanley
Society
and
has informed the Western
April 12. The- pi.si- NeW
York.
champion, lia.s been pracFngineers that Illinois probably con- dents
el cur- f
tinthrai'it.
any
arranged
to lake place
tically
tains more unmirii'd coal than
tiii.- rving r.i: Is lit lei a eoiif.
timein
October. The
Clina
other state in the I'nion.
s a result of til
failure
n was 'in. id.- by James I'idfreith.
mati
"Calculation shows that about one-ha- morning
the miners and operators to agueCffroth "aid it would be at Last S
of 1 per i rit has been exhaustwairis. Prior I i tin- no eting the- r
months before- Jeffrie's would be ii'.i ly
ed,'' he declares.
port was irculat.'l that a 10 pe r t light.
He; state s that the- - Illinois c al Held
wages ..f miners
ce nt re ilui tion In
has produced Cab, 7 i:t," 7 tons, hav- w as i
el. but A party to
ing a value of 1 62B.H 4 ,t.4 2 7 and that
aid It would lie- unsafe to
kind
approximately 27!M I d.101 tons have predictreiice
anv such outcome of tb in.et.
Pittsburg. Pa. April 12. It Is intl-ii- .
bee n wasted largely because of
ing.
I
ate that Minister Wu Ting Fan
and crude methods.
may be called to account for an
I
I
W
I
FY
FAR
Til
at inteil'erence Willi American
IDL
F.TVV IN Fit! PTION.
Th"
F.lna is
in t". It - asserted thut police oft'i- -'
Tampi.o, M.xi .. Aprii
Naples, Apr.l
this
of
A great clone! of smoke'
is have evidence- showing the mi'i-- i
mori igneoant inhabitants
ill eruption.
.
telling
fo r !' ;ii'
ivrot ' to Chinese her
and place- are- - haeing in numbi-iIs pouring out of tlie erater
t
not to testify against two ln-- :.
.a
ashes are falling thick in the sur- - of a tidal wave pi'e.lictcil l,
n inial Chun so who are under ur-- i
is dering spiritualists.
A i.i.
The autli
roiindimr country.
st.
threaten to deport the disturb. rs.
felt.
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AGED BICYCLIST HAD

CAT C AMF HACK.
April 12. F.xiled in

NARROW ESCAPE
"grace to Sonoma county from the
home in this city .f his mistress. Miss
Ila.el Woods, Jacques, a line Angora
cat. has returned, covering the des- Train Kan Ink Down on a llrldcaiid
1.1 miles In record time.
ignee of i;
He Was IWi-- tit Jump for
Jacques had been raiding bird cages j
Ills Life.
and preying upon the small chickens,
.
m his neighborhood.
at the
To save him from death
Accompanied by the remains of
hands of irate neighbors, Miss Woods' what was once a bicycle, Major
f a friend near
sent him to the hot
lecphotographer,
A. Weed,
Sonoma. Two days ago he was re- turer, writer and
was
bicyclist.
When Miss brought to this city on the Califorported to be missing
Woods op. ne, the door to ta.ke in the nia limited this afternoon.
Major
milk she found Jacques, his snowy Weed Is on his way to the pacllio
w
ith
blac
dust
k
coat and tall almost
coast from the Atlantic and started
and dirt from his long tramp. Indus- - May 2K. l'.ios, f om New York city.
.ff
get
the
lid
the
triously trying to
While crossing a small bridge bebucket to devour its contents
tween Klota and olgodones. about 27
miles north of this city, he did not
1 III lit I I.OSIS
F.XIIIIHT
notice un approaching train until it
jumped
H
was almost upon him.
AS .11 li: AT TOI,F.IM)
Toledo, ohi.i. April 12. There has just in time and the train dashed by
e
at u high speed, grinding Mr. Weed's
ju-- t
le n eomphte.l here a great
bicycle Into an unrecognizable mas
berculosis exhibit. For t. n days
He was picked up b' the
n t e city was ntrongly inte rested In of Junk.
the Iforts being mad.- - to obliterate limited and brought to this city, and
plague. Thirty thousand will remain for seeral days until he
Hie Whit.
I rocureg
another bicycle with which
Visited the exhibit in fiv
P r oils
in
While
was an ebc- - to continue on iiis way.
A special feature
day,
wbicli showed a red glow tho city Mr. Weed, who is an aide
trie
every two uiinut.. thus recording the speaker, will deliver an uddress on
Major Weed is
fact that there was one death from "New Mexico."
nearly 61 years old and bears the reptwo minutes.
lulu rculosis ev.-tare being made to inaugurate a utation of being tho oldest internatuberculosis camp where working tional cycle tourist. Fp to the pre
nun may stay at night and receive ent time he has ridden 5,fjr mlle !n
23 states of the Union.
propert treatment.
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Tatt lo Go to Nonh Carolina
to Make a Speech ar.d

1903.

the Secretary.

Territory of
with section 9 of
Public notice Is herehv given that In complianceThlrty-clRhtlcgls- Council substitute for House bill No. 213 of the
Secretary of
latlve assembly, approved March 17, 1909. requiring the Mexico,
The
of New
the Territory to designate nn official
Albuquerque Citizen Is hereby designated Zi such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)
NVw

Mexico.

OfTIre

Visit

h

9

'5'22

One yemr by mBll In advance
month by ninU
Oaa month by carrier within city limits...

I mm

60

matter at the rout office of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Cnterrd m neoml-ola- s
aacr Act of Confine of March 3, 1879.
The only Illustrated daUy newspaper In New Mexte ami the fceat
medium of the South wort.
HE AT.BrprEItQl'E CITIZEN IS:

.
The leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper of tlve Bocihwe-rtDeal."
"Square
and
principles
the
Republican
The advocate of

rHK AUIUQCERQVE CITIZEN HAS:
The (Inert equipped Job department In New Mexico.
me lateet reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST.

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
arlsona aa separate states in the Union. Republican National Platform.

3fie Bad feature

recent University
It is a regrettable factthat the worst feature of the must
be rememIt
affair has been the damage done to that institution.
yet
bered that while the University of New Mexico is a territorial Institution beIs a particular matter of pride to this city because it f located here and
cause it adds to the assets of this city along several lines. It Is, therefore,
.very apparent that the people of Albuquerque do not want to see the institution injured.
relit Is on this .plea that the Citizen herewith acknowledges that It has
on
bearing
the
people,
various
from
times
various
at
communications
ceived
recent unpleasantness at the University, and has not given them publicatlon- -

over
It seems a senseless thing to continue to make a tenday s.nsution
in order to get at
matters connected with this institution. If It Is necessary
paxhe core of the disruption existing In the University faculty, to keepwethemight
pers of Albuquerque filled with charges, rumors and gossip, then
about aa well close the doors of the University. There is no good reason
apparent for tearing down our University simply becnuse we have to do a
and the sooner the
little house cleaning. It Is decidedly poor advertising, such
matter as has
papers of New Mexico quit the .publication of a lot of
been given publication In the past, the better it will be for our University.
There does not appear to be anything so atrocious that the public could
the
be irreatly benefited by ita .publication and hence It will be well for un-

newspapers to droa the matter for the present until, the tangle has been
raveled and In the interim, our educational Institution will not be made the
target for considerable unjust criticism.
The Citizen does not profess to believe that a house cleaning In that
Institution was not in order. On the contrary, this .paper believes it was decidedly In order and that the good work should go or if any more is needed.
'.But what fhla paper does object to, is the undue amount of publicity
given to the matter in a manner which could not be said to be apropos.
Let us house clean without raising so much dust In the back yard.
'

Ja
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.Vint .n.ri nt i which remit nnvthinir besides the
eporting news and Btock quotations was not greatly Interested In President
nuCastro when he forsook yenezuela for his health and other reasons too
merous to mention.
republics beThe American public had seen revolutions in the banana
of Castro did not appear to differ materially from
fore and the leave
any of the others except that Castro did not leave in a casket.
Now, however, the American public will have to confess that it is beginning to notice Castro.
It is one thing to bo the deposed president of a South American republic and entirely another thing to have no place in which to plant a few early
radishes, with spring so near at hand. Kvery time Castro steps on shore
which he does frequently these days some one with a uniform ami an official order requests him to step off shore again. It is one giddy round of
stay in a hotel long enough
tea sickness for Castro all the time. He can't
to get a Martini cocktail, let! adone take a bath. Even d"es he go to bed,
lie is put on shipboard, bed and all.
When Castro first left Veneiueta, no one thought him to ho of much
consequence but from the manner In which his many reluitlvi and friends
are trying to keep hVm forever and forever Balling the deep blue sea, it appears that wrnie one Is afraid of Castro. Now who can It be?

iinu n tiara
meet

"B

pu

With

Washington, D. C April 12. Pres.
Ident Taft will visit North tv.rnllnn
May 20 to speak on the anniversary
of the signing of the Mecklenburg
Declaration of Independence, of the
authenticity of which there haw been
to .much controversy.
in the meantime North Carolina
Is Invading Washington.
liemocrlts
of .prominence are lu re In numbers
mil with them, but not of th 'in. are
the Republicans from the old North
Is
Sli.te. who fear the Iiemoeracy
about to seize on several of the finest
plums of patronage the state pro- duces.
Recently the attitude of the president toward negro office holders in
the South was discussed at some
length.
holding
The negro ofll
problem for the present has ceased
to trouble the Democrats
of the
South, and the North Carolina repparty
resentatives of the
are here,
with the evident Intention of putting
t.i the test a speech vhi. :i Ti.rt delivered in Greensboro, July . 1906.
In short, the Democrats want to find
cut If a white Democrat can be
to office In North Cnrollnn
in preference to a Republican.
The
particular office nt Issue Is n Judgeship In the eastern district of the
state.
There are several Republican candidates for the place on the bench,
and all of them are white men. Naturally, they have the backing of the
Republican organization, such as it
Is, In the affected district.
Luit week
the president gave sharp intimation
selecting
in
Judges
that
he was going to be "his own judge" of men.
and that If the recommendation of
senators and representatives and of
other politically powerful ones did
rot direct themselves to men whom
he thought tit, he would pay no attention to their a ivice and urging.
The North Carolinans of Democratic persuasion who have seen the
president, are high In the hope that
the Republican candidates for the
eastern Judgeship are to be ignored,
and that If a Democrat is not named
n man known as an Independent and
a man of high standing in the North
Carolina community will he named.
The Independent In question is w.
"W. Clark of Newhern.
who is said
to have the ability and the training
necessary for a place on the bench.
It must be remembered North Carolina broke all recent records last
full and elected three white Republicans to membership in the lower
house of Congress. From the politician's point of view there Is every
reason to be hopeful that the state
before long may be put Into the Republican column. The Republicans
are telling Taft he will fly in the face
of fate if he gives patronage to the
Democrats, even If the patronage Is
n Judgeship w hich supposedly should
be aloof from every field excepting
that of the fitness of the candidate.
The Democrats, however, tell Taft
that proper appointments by n R0.
publican administration in North Carolina will send Into the Republican
ranks a small army of young Democrats who have wanted an excuse
to get away from the fold of
Jiry-anls-

A

only-thin-

n

ill.,

John Uurroughs, the r.t d naturalist, declared that it has not been
proved to his satisfaction t h;it" the toud which died in tli New York
How cruel of Mr.
logical garden recently was m 're than l.non ears i
Burroughs to shatter such a magnificent illusion!
zo-il- d.

is a younn
Among the prominent heroines of Chicago at, the time
.woman whose nkill at Jiu Jitsa enabled lor to ovrcoini- u robber. All the
Klrls in the country will probably take up the study l this Japanese art of
use, fur
week or so.
ln-i-

uimm
IS

TRADE MARKS

Dc trans
Copyrights tic.

Sciewific Jlinerlcan.

limtratv1 woe k If- - I nrtnt Nr.
huniiomelf
hi.. it nf mat intitule fourim). 'loriua. ! a
ytr: fmr nuntli, $L eWulbfull nwil-tU)raas i Bros..,. Hp w Ynr '
.
OOu iliVBU
UU
A

Wasbl-miua-

1

10

mane enas

can secure you a desirable tenant at small cost. We
will run a
ad
We

3-li- ne

One time for 25c

Three times for 35c
Six times for 50c

8

The Phone
Citizen
15

LvJ

JJy

PHONE YOUR WANTS.
The separate, lislit Filk blouse, which has been worn with a dark
skirt, Is now passe. Dame Fashion has ruled It out. and only a few
faint, dying gasps are heard from it now.
However, a large net with touch of the suit colors. Is much liked,
an l separate blouses the exact color of the suit remain In high favor.

"NO!"

course, I cannot deny that a wish to
hold public office is an honorable asor
piration, whether by appointment
don't believe every thing you
election, but when all hope of choice
hear.
by the people is abandoned, and everything Is given over to a distant
appointing power to choose particular
Thornton, the Cleaner
official function In a
im.n to
...
.... puiiiu-iiiV......II.1
,
Ihnc
II.!...
,.....--men.!..
community
la not dead; is not out of Busithe result is not good for the
ness, and CAN'T GO OUT.
men of the community.
more
Be eonvlrctd that he's
"The struggle for federal office,
alive than eer.
producing, as It does. Jealousies and
Steam Cleaning Plant 717 South
disappointments, parastrifes and
street Telephone 40.
Walter
party
to
make
the
lyzes united efforts
worthy
of
strong at the polls and
success."
These words of the president fit In
with the words of the Democrats of
ED.
Jnrth r'nrolin todav. when theyad- jnit that mnany of the young men of
their party are awaiting tne proper
opportunity to enter the Republican
fold. It Is said some of the southern
Republican Judges have been perniciously active in politics and that this
'has been reprobated by the president.
Jobbing Promptly Attended to
He ha-- s stronger views than has the
a
ordinary layman concerning what
Phones: Shop 1065; Residence CSS
judge should do when he is off the
bench, and of course, also, when he
Ship Corner Fourth St. and Coppn Art.
la on the bench.
It can he taken for granted that any
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
unfit Judiciary appointments which
made
be
will
the president may make
because of an entire misunderstanding as to n candidate's qualifications.
It is said he has declared flatly that
no one of the three Republicans who
have been pressed for appointment
to the eastern North Carolina judgeAll Cbronle Disease Cured.
ship can have the place, and that
We treat all forma or diseases,
politics has nothing to do with his
Rheumatism, Dropsy, Bad Bleod,
decision in the matter.
Nervousness, Ulcere, Deafness,
There ore other southern JudgeParalysis, Stomach and Bladder
ships which will become vacant beTroubles,
Strictures,
ttt. W
Where a Republican Is
fore long.
eure
raarantte
of
the
Catarrh.
will
a
Republican
manthe fittest
W live free Instructions on ut
probably get office, but If a Iemocrat
auto-et- a
waters.
are
f
the
Baths
is just as fit it would seem to be In
tic, Ceme or write.
pronouncement
keeping with Taft's
that Democrats In office would aid
southern Republicans if the minority
Sulphur Hot Soring!
New Mexico
party man were given the place.

a

nor-m,-

F0URNELLE

Ca rpe titer

and Builder

SULPHUR
HOT SPRINGS

A

mi
Mr

THE 0STERM00R COSTS YOU MORE

The Futrelle Best Costs You Less
and is a better mattress. Get the Javanese Vegetable Down Mattrees, it is sanitary, costs you
Uss, and there is no better made.
WE HAVE THE FULL SIZE AT $10.50
Best of cotton tilled Quilts in extra large sizes

$2.00 and up. Come in and see our line.

at

We

have everything in bedding.

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD.

THE

FUTRELLE

FURNITURE

GO.

West End Viaduct.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE. N M

JOS. L. DURAN,

At the Close of Business January 4

1909- -

1 low 's TlUs?
We otter One Hundred

Dollars Re- A Widow and Her Insurance
ward for any case of catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Money Are SoonDParted
Cure.
F. J. CHENET & CO..
Toledo, Ohio.
unless her husband's policy is
We. the undersigned have known
taken in the
F, J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
Equitable
IJfe Assurance
and believe him perfectly honorable
Society of the C S.
in all business transactions and
and he chooses for her that opfinancially able to carry out any obtion of the NEW YORK STATE
ligations made by his firm.
STANDARD POLICY which
WALDING, KIN'NAN & MARVIN,
guarantees that an annual inWholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
come shall be paid to her the
Hall's catarrh cure is taken inamount to be paid being regupon the
ternally, acting directly
ulated by the amount of inblood and mucous surfaces of the
surance carried by the husystem. Testimonials sent free. Price
band, and the age of the ben76 cents per bottle. Sold by all drugeficiary.
The Income the
gists.
Equitable
pay to the
MUST
Family
Take Halls
Pills for
wife or her heirs for a period
of twenty years at least, and
for as long thereafter as the
I'p 11c fore the liar.
wife may live, whether forty,
N. H Brown, an attorney, of Pitts-fielfifty, sixty years, or more.
Vt.. writes; "We have used Dr.
This feature of the NEW
King's New i.ife Pills for years and
YORK STATE
STANDARD
find them su'-a good family mediPOLICY is one well worth
cine we wouldn't be without them."
looking carefully Into by men
For chills, constipation, billouoness or
who wish to make absolute
sick headache they work wonders, 25c
provision for their vlves.
at all dealers.
For particulars write or call on
o
STAGE TO JKMEZ LEAVES III
WEST VOXAt EVERY MORNING AT GEO. S. RAMSAY, Gen. Agt.
0'CT.nCK.
Suite 10 Harnett Building Phono 283
--

We have the only
mill between
Pueblo and Los Angeles. If you need
up-to-da-

RESOURCES
Loans and Dlecounti
Bonds and Other Securities
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixture
Cash and Due from othar Banks

0,071.7- -

lo!o0.tt-

'.

ll,09.'te
i',eg'.

MMto!tl
4 1.111.(11

(

LIABILITIES

Capital Paid Dp
Surplus and Profits
Deposits Subject to Check
T'm Certificate of Deposit

Territory ef New

uo.OO.M
(0, 011.11

m

iSt'.tnt.t

i

i

4t4,Nl.lt
U.tll.Ml ft

.

Mexico,

County of Bernalillo, ss.
I. W. S. Strlckler, Vie President and Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement fce trae-tthe best of my knowledg and belief.
W. 8. STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before tne this 1th day of Tanuarv.
A. D.

net.

R. If. MBRRITT.

Kot

Correct Attest:
SOLOMON

J. c.

W.

Fablls.

LTJNA.

BAixmnxm

J. JOHNSON.

te

M

RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM BRYUE, MANAGER

r

Doors, Casings, Sash, Mouldings, or
Special Work of Any Kind

Albuquerque Fotindry &
Maclime Works

Write or call on us.

(INCORPORATED)

Anrnn tending a ikelrh and rirwrlnttnn rim
rjiil. klf Meet :uu onr 'uiitii fretj w lift Uvr ma
i"ia. t. oninuiiin.
ti ir' Dnt.i)f
".ihAnmellirri.hil, lontlul. HflNULOOK mi'lfULS
)f fwr ittcLirintr Datt'iiU.
otMMt
i. nt lrtj. t
i
liimi & l.'o, ocir
I'.iUMitt liken
tptcuti nutlet, H houl ctmrtfOt lu tbtt

e!f-de-

nasniiat.li supposition is that Colonel Hoffman, in eiitimiand of Oklahoma's urmy ut the front, will pass the entire summer In the field. He
has been ordered by governor Haskell to keep after Crazy Snnke until this

I

I 9A

RENT A ROOM

North Carolina Democrat
in Washington has told me
he Is one of five brothers who have
been anxious for nn excuse to get Into
the Republican party. Two of his
brothers, he said, broke away last
fall
anil voted for Taft. "The
(lsura-tlv- e
;i
in
marctr.it;;
Washington,
on
be
army
is
said to
of women
An
that has held nie to the party
prices
will
as
the
reduce
tarilT
the
way, demanding such a revision of
of Mryan," he added, "is the nature
schedule
in
the
be
appear
to
the
item
Kid gloves
In wearing apparel.
of the federal appointments that have
around which they are making a strong rally, but their remonstrance ex- been made in my state. My
father
tends la nearly everything in the list which, directly or indirectly, enters is a Confederate veteran. There
are
Into the feminine toilet. Their protest is labeled us one against high cost thousands of young men in North
of living. The cost of living, however, has been increased vastly out of pro- Carolina who are in the ame posiportion with the cost of dressing. The cost of living, as represented in the tion I um. if the administration
higher prices charged for nearly all food supplies. .s the more serious prob- shows a disposition to give us absolem of the two. This has been Increased, to a considerable extent, through lutely clean and able men in all po
combinations In trade lines, wholly outside and independent of any tat ilT. sitions of trust and authority under
high or low. It has also been artificially inci eased, to a still .greater extent, the federal government in the state,
through the patronage, by dressy women, of the ready cooked foods and can- North Carolina
will
become fine
ned .goods of the trade combinations so formed.
fighting ground for the Republicans.
It certainly will pass at once into
Thf dircctolre dress is blamed for an epidemic of inlliienz.i and rlieu
the doubtful column."
imIn
among
women
society
The
Vienna.
prevalent
now
is
which
matiam
The (ireensboro speech
Taft
possibility of wearing a sufficient quantity of warm clothing during cold delivered some time beforewhich
he had
weather, because it would interfere with the "fit" of the diroetolre dress, any thought of hecoming a candidate
i. uaM tn hi. ihA . ii,t:inntion. As the Vienna women are .probably quite will for the presidency, and which hns
ing to die If necessary to bo In fashion, the only hope seems to be in ain put the Democrats of the state into
early advent of warm weather.
their hopeful mood, was In part as
follows:
in
be
to
used
the
witnesses
from
The evidence which has been taken
"I do not wish t t seem ungracious,
in
government's case against the Standard oil company, which was
I must be candid.
In my judgbut
volum!eing
more
words,
7.000,000
St. Louis on Monday, is said to exceed
party
Republican
ment
the
of North
A
perusal
encyclopedias.
inous by several volumes than an ordinary set of
would be much
as
even of its digest by the court will be impossible. A libmal application of Carolina
a voting party if all the federal ofthe "blue pencil" by a newspaper copy reader would have helped some.
(If
fices were tilled by Democrats.
been
in
society,
which
has
Highway
Protective
The National
New York to lessen the "automobile murders" due to the reckless driving
60 YEARS'
of automobile.", will accomplish a good work if it succeeds in fastening the
V EXPERIENCE
resiionslhilitv for accidents upon reckless owners of automobiles, thus forc
ing Diem to i v. rrise lrreatcr care in the employment of chauffeurs It is al- ways w!l to bring the blame h 'ine to thus,- who will be th cliief sufferers
for wrong doing.

awful redskin is captured.

. . ..
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SUBSCRIPTION HATES.
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When the bills come in and.
I
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Don't Worry
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WILL VISIT

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

190,

APRIL

DEAD, Light Silk Blouse;
BORN, Some New Blouses

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

12,

MONDAY,

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS

SUPERIOR

LUMBER

4

MILL
Albuquerque, N. M.

CO.

General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque,

N. M.

ATOIIi 13,

MONDAY.

10.
it was intended that
the average
Mason should know the meaning of
the degrees. I am sure that no thing

SPEC Al SERIN

in Masonry Is so surrounded with
such mysticism nnd occultism as the
lost word.
A word Is a sign of an Idea.
word therefore is a symbol that
stands for a truth. If we cannot find
the word that was lost at the death
of the widow' son," can not we find
the thing it stood for? Cannot we find
the truth It taught? Suppose for
few minutes we look at some of the
other symbols of our sacred order,
look at their origin and trace the
meaning and see if we cannot get In
spirit of Interpretation and so the
Large Attendance at St. John's the
"V
cetter get at the teaching the lost
.
1
I
.m.
I
word conveyed. I believe it will be
Yesterday for Special
valuable to us. shall we do that?
Will you follow me closely?
Services.
speech was at first very crude
were Drougnt into use to conIn spite of wind and dust there vey ideas. Jsow thoughts hud to be
was a large attendance at St. John's sent from one to another by signs,
Kplscopal
yesterday after conservation was carried on by words
church
Office: 204 Gold Ave.
F. H. MITCHELL
noun for the special KnlRhts Tem- and signs. We yet emphasize our
by signs and gestures.
At
Telephone 899
plar service. The program of music speech
FELIPE GURULE
was unusually fine and the pastor, l ngtri speech was improved by pic
Automobile No. 9
Jlev. Fletcher Cook, delivered an ad- tures and characters. Writing was en
by these pictures, three char
dress instructive
and entertaining. tirely
acter.", that explained
thought. At
Jfe said:
the common people talked
TIM'
of the "Iowt Word." length
motions entirely
On last EaMer day 1 had the honor with words and
while the priests, the only
people
to speak to you on the origin of Mawhich, however,
the world how to reach perfection. That
sonry and its mysteries. My address who were learned, kept the symbols. "i.iacla." emblem still bloomed
of eternal lire, and Is we must become masters of our
They
used
purpose
them
of
for
the
was at that time so well appreciated
lh.
resurrection anil the glory of the faculties, capacities and powers. Free
and kept them from the springtime.
that I made up my mind to do some teaching
The three winter months Masonry should be tji school of spiritmore investigating and give you the masses. Thus these symbols were de represent the three
fellow crafts ual wisdom where men could learn
veloped among the priests nnd states
benefit of it. I do not pretend to have men
searchingfor the dead master, the by direct instruction
vastly more
and master until "The Symbol
originated any truth hut to have dug
un.
The
than a real pans word could convey.
Junior warden represent
it up and written my conclusions. ism of the Sacred Mysteries" cami' April trying to raise the
Hie
feet should
dead sun.
guided in the spirA symbol came to mean
a
The more we do in digging for any- anout.
Hiiam, out falls; as April fails to itual pathway ofle truth. When condithing we secure the more we appre- thing by which a sacred spirit-- ' .. il tring summer. May
represents th" tions arose that made it impossible
ciate it. It is so with Masonry. The truth Isor afeeling was expressed."
si nior warden, who
also trie
to to go forward with the original desacred symbol of sacrili
average M.i...m stops with the vari-ou- s croc's
body,
raise
the
hut like May fulls to sign, the Instruction of the great masThe
sun
is
was
a
symbol
Deity.
and
of
initiations and
satisfied with
Araeia is a symbol of immortal bring the summer. June represent.-th-e ters was withdrawn and so the grand
I hut.
About all he is, is tin Initiate. The
master who succeeds as June Masonic word was lost until future
ity.
Toe lamb Is a symbol of inno
1
doubt if that Is very worthwhile.
succeeds in raisin the sun to Its high ages should find it. When thi old Inof
was
The
lamb
a
sign
skin
To merely tic a Mason, is not much.
st place In the Heavens. Hiram, the struction Is brought back; when the
To really ln a Mason is a supremely purity and Is yet a siRii of cleanliness sun-llo- d
lies dead before the altar crafts are" again Instructed as of
as
worn
by
a
the
hotel,
at
waiter
li
great thing. To be a humam being
slain by the Archer November. In the old; when the spiritual wisdom of
- not much but to lie a man is a was worn by the priests anil kings of
old
Sarcephagus.
as I myself
the ages is again given by direct
glorious thing. A common man in one Kgypt. representing by purity and in- - seen it, the Kyon's Paw grasps have
teaching (even as the N'azarcne masthe
king-nocense
priests
nnd
the
that
who was bora, grew to hHbIi L'iiii
and raise? ter gave it, then the order will again
do no wrong. The surplice of hand of the dead sun-(!opound, wore enough clothes, to keep can priest
sun
the
power
his
bo
to
operative and not speculative. This
and glory In J
in all the ancient churches
out of jail, ale three meals a day! the
the sky. I bin was i.ea. the Contelln 1 repeat will
back to Maoonry
which he got somehow, slept most of of t'hritiliutiity is a symbol of the lion of Juiiea, si.n'v more than 4.0011 the lost word. bring
That Is what it mean".
From the beginning
his time, died and was buried on a same thought.
urs
old.
How
the Savior came l The instruction of the masters could
the Holy Anglican church in t.ie be call.-given date. (In a wooden slab some- of
the "Mlon ,.f the Tribe of be given only bv word of month on. I
of the Christian era the
body scrawled 'Hie Jacet here he lir.--t century
Juilah."
y.oi tnav see bv the fa"'. to those only who were worthy and
lies." Hut to be a real man Implies sin lice w hich you now see nie wear tfiatt tie Jews were ill Knvnt f.UO 'cii quanneii niul
r
'
truly prepared to
A
in
forms,
its
various
been
worn
has
that the person meant was industri- by the priests of our
ears under th- Kgyptian kings. The receive t. That word was lost when
church, leachous, provident, good, kind. faithful,
rnss
I,eo
which the
or Lion holds In Masonry became merely operative for
from his other
true, (sympathetic, charitable.
self ing that same old thought
hand, was the svmhol of wages. It will not return until Masacrificing, helpful, brotherly, fatherl- Kg.pt of Inn jeense and purity. "Let ternal life to the Egyptians and so sonry again
becomes truly spiritually
y, neighborly, merciful; in .short, he him who ministers in pacred things it in with us in Christlantv.
k"-operative. .Masonry today Im mainly a
at Cod's holy altar be clean and
would be manly. So with a Mason.
i.s interesting to ask "W ho school of speculative
it
Here
r
philosophy. It
,
You have heard sibout the "lost holy." is the teaching of this white
Hiram?" There are two accounts, should be a school of spiritual pow ela lineal descendant of the
Weld." What was the lust word? Is It Mirpli.e;
e
historical nnd the other tradi and demonstration. The average man
w hite
lamb skin worn by the priests
worth while to hunt for it? Who
old In Kgypt long before Aaron, tional. In Masonic work the two are cares not for philosophy but every
Knows what it was?
Who
knows oi
mixed up that Die average Mason nmn cares for life and its work of
what it meant? How many of us care the high priest of (iod, wore it ;,n,
i com- s
muddled, anil no wonder.
reaching up out or the lower self to
Prophet
Moses
Mowt
Hlhg
the
of
the
what it meant? if I ask you Knights
One Hiram was really the running the higher self. Every Mason' charinstituted the Jewish church.
before me nnd you other Maons how Cod upron
raftsman employed by King Sol - acter should be built into a glorious
worn "oy the Mason
in
many could give me the answer? Is The
ffi
I
GIANT OATEN OF WA MM STREET.
I "1
"Temple of t'nradlng Might." to
111011 to beautify and adorn the actual
there one out of ten who knows what lodge is the same thing and teai-lnlighten the pathway of every traveler.
rem pie in Jerusalem. He lived
to
thought.
same
the
f
I
j
Al the tH. from right lo left, are gales of Hanover bunk, the Ijimlt
g
the "Lost Word" was? Is there one
J"
He alone Is a master who searches Joke table, and
The "Cable I,o" is a symbol of omplet" his work at the temple. H"
llw Mg llnaiicial liiilld
I '
in a hundred 7
at 17 Well htrcrl. Itclow Is Hie
I s I
I
war)
not
during
killed
building
the
out
of
and
knows
the
hidden
truths. iron
It consisted in Kgypt of a
of Morgaii'n bank.
Why is it that there is such lack of trinity.
a i1
a
temple. He did not iir.nithe The symbols of Masonry were not
knowledge of this so important and curd of three times three strands and tin
- t lamb's Joke grew old.
12
Ool
April
New
sil
dand
York.
of
temple,
lans
were
thv
they
to
for
explain
Masonic truth. On
great thing in Masonry? I remember was wound three times around the
iven'by Jehovah, according to tho the contrary, like the masters' para- ver talk In Wall street. Hut If one
Tho story that the big bronze tawhen in Acacia Modge in Massachu- initiate. It was alfo a symbol of the Millie,
can not in this be ques- - bles, tiny were and are for the ex- ktteps his eyes open he will also dis- ble and the big gate tell Is that once
setts I was made a Master Mason. I Triune Deity. Marching three times tioned. which
Mible describes Hiram press
purpose of concealing
the cover In Wall street strange tales that Wall street smiled about the lambs
was told there was a grand Masonic around the bulge room the way the s being Tho
j Wox-! ' Menu a
I a
tf
lillyd with wisdom and
truth from the common Initiate who are told hy bronze, copper and nnd welcomed them. Now, If It ever
word but somehow I never tint hold sun goes is another symbol of the
cunning
as
to
and
wrought
work
cares
iron.
not
to
know.
Is
sun
The
the
smiles about them, It does It in seof it. It seemed some grand lost Trinity.
II works In brass.
hy him were great light of the lodge. Why this is
Here's una little tale that I "saw" cret, and as for welcoming them, in
The twenty-fou- r
inch gage reprenever get hold
chord man would
gold,
made
all
the
so
15
silver
and
brass
building,
In
Hroad
not
great
is
Mills
the
He
the
must
Initiate.
told
person, especially in throngs, there's
sented the twenty-fou- r
hours of the
of It this side of glory.
II Is worth
to street. It is told 111 metal and it has the gate.
I was told that at the time of the day; eight for work, eight for re- works about the temple, according to lind out
will
H
the
of
Solomon.
made
also
as
unyielding
No
seek
know.
a
and
I.et him eeek.
moral as hard and
building of King Solomon's Temple freshment and eight for sleep. It Is the two pillars
There are several of these great
of brass called ltoaiclone is told w hut the flaminir heart In Carnegie steel.
the grand master possessed It. I was so now.
hydraulic gates in Wall street buildand
Jachin,
exclu-witand
their
ornaments.
He
h
degree
;i'nd
means,
the
sacredly
but since it
In the private and
The lodge' was the cabin in w hich
told somehow that as many craftsings. There are any number of steel,
made the molten si-- a of brass with 12 is never burned up I think it means sive otllee of a famous broker
men as there are months In the year the ancient Mason lodged while doing oxen
iron and bronze portals that are so
it,
an
idea,
Egyptian
under
i.s
and
allove
that
immortal. Hrothers
its legs burled half an inch in the
conspired to get the word from the a piece of work. The lodge room is he made all the ultar
furniture. All ways that w hich guides the wise mis- velvet of a wonderful carpet. I have finely balanced they can be closed
grand master. I was told that when copied, after the temple which Moses, these
as easily and quickly as the. lid of
were made over fifty leads tin- foolish.
The unthinking seen ti small, but womieriui
table.
he finally refused to give them the an Fgyptian, in training copied from miles articles
from the temple In the elay man thus mistakes truth for false- that weighs over a ton. It is of hand your watch.
word he was killed. Of course, if no the Egyptian temples. They, with all lit Ids of
Zeredatha and Succoth. So hood.
It may surprise you to have the There are so many persons In the
(lit bronze. You might look at It for
one else possessed the word but the 'our churches, are supposed to be he was alwscnt
from the temple most
Divine wisdom Is the inspiration of many hours and see every moment conclusion drawn that Wall street country who think that corporations
grand master it must have died with 'built due east and west. In allusion o:'
wliilo it was being built. the Deity, fkxl dwelling in
In fait, Wall don't treat them right that there
is
the human some new beauty in Its design. Al doesn't welcome lambs.lambs,
him ai'd no one therefore could ever to the sun. Kepreneiiting lielty rising He tiewastime
a cunning worker In metals
does welcome
but it danger of cranks. Somebody might
is this
you were observing, you would
soul
I was also tld in the east and sitting In the west.
divine
wisdom.
kntiw what it was.
The
if
last,
we
not
in
an
sense
and
the
architect
perto
come in
thought In the secret doctrine was, see the Joke ill the table. The top doesn't want them
throw u bomb onto the lloor."
was adopted at Al! ancient temples faced the east.
that a "substitute'
lake it. And he finished his work
I followed my guide
sev-(lpiiHt
once until tuture ages should find out
The blazing star represents
the for II Chrouille.s Fourth snys: "So that the human soul by a heroic ef- of each leg la a fine reproduction of son. It much prefers the telegraph
more great wrought Iron "gates
what the lost word was. Now what sun, the deity which lightens
the Hiram finished his work and made fort could b" made to resemble a id a ram s head. That's the Wall street and the malls.
to he like him. TI1N is toe
we want to know In, What was that earth and all humanity.
Not long ago the stock exchange of Wall street," down marble corrike about the table, you see: Itam,
an end of all the work, that he iiad sufficient
t
thought taught by the inanter and rheep. lamb, Mamb is what we
get gallery was open to visitors. There dors Htid past busy men, In gray uniword? What was It that was lost to
The three ruffians in the
King
of
Solomon
make
the
House
for
We are the Sons of (!od ting at.
masters.
ou might see speculators In
Free Mtsonry by the death of the
guards ot the great
the three months at thy
their forms, trustr-Moid." So he was not killed by
and the sons of man. This ig the
marble building of mystery.
il'iiml Master Hiram. Was it a word end of the year. The mystical Hiram, tint
Table" for many fienzy 011 the lloor.
"Mamb's Head
l'i How craft
temple.
the
in
the
that could be pronounced as can the the "Widow's Son," representing the
From the elevator we passed into
This was explained to me when I
vears lias been a Joke in the street.
Now since this Hiram finished his
?" It seems to me that the sun, was slain by these three ruffian
hut somehow. lately, that and tried to go into the gallery. I knew tho empty gallery. What a story Its
mystical
it
the
work
have
must
very things one most wants to know months, which he meets one after
n.
other old lamb J ikes hav lost their that no one had been ushered Into emptiness told! There were a few
representing
in Masonry are not openly taught. th" other on his way to the Winter Hiramwho "Osiris."
point. The table is now hidden in it tor weeks, for a man at the en- chairs standing about, covered with
of
was
near
the
slain
end
Symbols are nhown. but they are
and so on the 23rd day if the year (wiiicli was the Emblematic
trance told me so.
dust. The railing was dusty. Evia private oilice.
teachers. The Mason is hinted December, the shortest day in the Temple) by the Ituffian, the Archer
I appealed Ht last to Henry
Clews. dently not even a porter had been
And at the wide entianee to the
to nnd put on the track .if the hid- yiar, the sun was said to lie dead,
I 11
take you within that gallery for many days.
Mills building, when this broker and banker and broker.
November. Thus the mystical Hiram
den secret, but only n very few are buried beneath the rubbish
of the lost his life just before the eomple-t.o- n
The, traders looked up at Us in as.1.
I'ierpont Morgan have their of-- a over tln re If you promise to slay only
I doubt very much if dead vegetation
good hunters.
in
summer,
of the
you will lind
huge 10 ton a minute," he said. "No one is al- - tonishment. Jlaybe they feared a
of the year Temple. The mysl'
bomb from me. hut Clews must have
lowed in the gallerv
unless
wrought iron gate,
tical Hiram waw the sun, who is the
of tile ex- - reassured them, for he looks hariu-- b
lira ml Architect of the Y'ear, and so
it 11111 be closed in ten Sec nnls by panied by a
ss enough.
change."
of life's glorious temple. This emmeans nf great hydr.iulie
I
promised and on the way across
v. 1th leg. steel pistons.
blematic being, the sun Osiris, by his
After tins experience in Wall street
s lambs the street to the exchange. In said; the great gates of that uuarter have
magnetic power raises that Itoyul
Ten thousand of Wall str-et- '
p
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Arch of Heaven and beautifies
"You haven't got a bomb on you .' a new meaning for me. They seem
couldn't but it down if they w a riled
When warm davs and
No. Well, that's why the xcha ngi: to tell a fairly logical story. There
adorns the terrestial and celestial
to.
So the name of Hiram ban
worlds.
the passed this rule about the galbry. A I! 10 a lot of cranks.
That gate was patented aft
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the mystical.
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light in search of which II Masons on
monarch
Now to return to our inquiry about says Airs. Chas. Barclay
Perfection Wick Blue
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worth mountains infinite comes within
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During the month of April we will offer any portion of
our 100 choice lots in the Perea Addition at from $75
to du per mt, on SPECIAL TERMS. $10 down, bal- ance $10 a month
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PARI

Spend More Time at
Fasu and Cut Out Part
of tho Proposed

WILL CONSIST OF

n la ty and
According to a new
schedule adopted at I lie Trade Excursion meeting Satur lay, the Alltu-ii- ;
i(Ui' trade excursion will stop ill
1,1 1'aso part of Saturday afternoon,
.Saturday night, Sunday ami Sunday
r,i;!it; the Jourio v over tin- El Paso
ti in will not be made and
the exeunlon will ijo out four days
instead of five.
by
was
The meeting
attended
a!) "lit sixty of those who expect to
the excursion, and was pre-v- i
A. Mat- d
r by Chairman
son.
Attorney E. I.. Mi dler, president ol the Commercial club, propo- t
the new schedule and itinerary
and briefly outlined the advantage
.I' it over the former tine.
It will be noticed by the appended
s. hedulo that the excursion will arrive In Ei Paso Saturday afternoon
at il o'clock. This, It Is argued, will
ive the i xcurslonists an opportunity
of meeting the Pass
city business
men at their places of business.
Sunday will give the excursionists an
opportunity of seeing the' sights
Juarez and a bull fiyht. The Itinerary Is go arranged that the long
Jumps will be made at night. iS'J
greul length of time will lie lost in
long daylight rides. Santa Fe Is cut
out antl considerable expense will be
saved by the train returning to Albuquerque early Tuesday evening.
The mutter of stocking the dining
car was settled by the appointment
of M. P. Kelly, V. It. Booth and E.
W. Fee as a committee of three to
secure the food. Donations of food
stulTs will be asked and what the
committee can't get for nothing. It
By a vote of the meeting
will buy.
to
was empowered
the committee
employ a competent man to arrange
a bill of fare for the meals that will
be served ,in the diner and to furnMi
an estimate of the supplies that will
be needi d to snake the trip. Tho excursion Is paying J 45 a day for the
use or tne diner and t wants to get
will be
Meals
Its money's worth.
served three times a day and the
expenses will be paid out of the gen
eral fund.
The committee figure
however, that few of the excursionists will dine at the car at El Paso
and many of them will be Invited out
at places along the road. A plan of
allowing the Pullman company
to
furnish the supplies for the diner at
U0 per cent above cost was discussed
but declared too expensive. It Is believed that under the prenent plan
there will be a balance in the genral
fund after the expenses are paid. If
there is, the money will be paid buck
to the members of the excursion.
Frank McKee, of the First National bank, was selected treasurer of
the excursion and begun' his duties
by collecting the fares.
Over sixty
paid Saturday night, when the berths
were drawn.
The drawing of the
was the occasion of considerAttorney
able merriment.
Mcdbr
placed the berth numbers in a hat
and (. A. Matson drew them out.
The drawing will stand as made excepting in one or two Instances
where' elderly persons drew upper
1 i

$10 WORTH OF MERCHANDISE
that you may wish to deal with.

WATCH THIS SPACE
FOR NEXT WEEK9 PRIZE

.

MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

Sons

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

:

COLOMBO

t
w

THEATRE

X

W. B. Moore. Mgr.
Licensed by the Motion Picture Patents Co.

J

ADMISSION 10c

1

i

One new reel of picture eacb
ay.

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

MONDAY, APRIL
Return of the "Daintily
cnt" Flxley & Luilers'
slcal Masterpiece

:
:

2

Differ- Mu- -

"IT

f burgo
master
With an Exceptionally Clever
Coterie of Comic Opera
Favorites including
HAURT HER MS EX
Leo Kendal
Phemle Luckharl
Marie Grandpre
Fred Bailey
Jos. F. Rooney Etta Lockhart
Robt. W. Albright Marian Mack
O. McKlssoek Charlotte Duncan
And that Hlg, Spic. Span, Saucy
Bewitching Chorus of

:15 AND t:15.
TWO SHOWS,
Matinee Saturday and Sunday

it I

Elks Theatre

Thn

p. m.

ILLUSTRATED SONGS.
3. J. Carmody, Baritone Singer.
MISS JENNIE CRAIG.
Musical Directress.

OIUL.SKAXGAIROO
More real musical serna
More intrinsic merit

OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXU

-

More genuine hearty laught'-r- .
Than all other musical shows
combined.

Pure Ice Cream
For the season of

J

75c, $1 and $1.50
Seat Sale Saturday at Mateons.

Prices..

our

190

delicious cream is more pop- than ever. All orders,
large or small. In or out of the
city, promptly cared for, and
delivery in good condition,
guaranteed.

ular

The Matthew Dairy

OCXXXXXJOCJCXXXXXJOCXJOCXXXXX?

NEW ORDER OF THINGS
In addition to our regular
meals, we serve Short Orders.
Noodles, Chop Sucy In all
styles and other
Mundnrlu
Dishes. Give us a trial.

&

Supply Company
X 1"00 No.
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am.. San Antonio ..
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Open day and night, 211
Central.
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Cutter
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Uine, in
El Paso

Sunday.
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Leave

:i:.10 am
1 1 :30
am
12: no in
::;n pm

In El Paso.
Monday.

Arrive

I.' ave
7::'." am
i;30 am
1!:30 pm
..S:30 pm

am.. Mesllhi Park..
am.. Las Cruees ..
l:"'i pm... Dealing ....

7:00
7:34

pm.. Silver

,1:00

Arrive
K:0i)

9:00
10:30
12:30
1:30
2:,10
4:3.1
.1:00

City
Tuesday.

Lave
am.. Mountainair .. S:3rt am
am.... Willard ....10:00 am
am... Estanc ia ....12: noon
pm... Mcintosh ... 1:00 pm
pm... Moriarlty ... 2:00 pm
3:15 pm
jim.... Stanley ....
pm
Kennedy. .. 4:4.1 pm
. . .

pm.Los Cerrlllos

6:30 pm... Bernalillo
7:13 pm . . Albuquerque

GAS

...
...

,.

5:30 pm
7:00 pm

UPSET

TANK

AID CM OFF SUPPLY
The Neighborhood Was Nicely Per
fumed t'nUI the Breeze Carried
ias Away.
With a roar that could be heard
for several blocks, the big tank of
gas located at the rear of the Occi
dental building on East Central avenue, turned partly over about 8:30
o'clock this morning, allowing part
to escape. It caused
of the content
discomfort and some danger to the
neighborhood, but the strong breeze
carried the fumes away.
The roomers In the Occidental
building suffered the most. The gas
came In at the windows and several
occupants of the building left hurForriedly to avoid asphyxiation.
tunately there was no flro in the
heating plant, or there would probably have been a dlsastru explosion.

It Is not known what caused the
accident but it Is thought that one
side of the tank had been weighed
too heavily. The stiff breeze helped
elevate the opposite glde of the tank.
The accident caused inconvenience to
gas users but workmen soon had the
ti.nk back in podftlon.

(et

under a Panama that lias the
ejle. We're showing the newest.
I'.i iiJiiniln Um.. 218 W. Central.
Want ads printed
tiring results.
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Garments for Men and
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CAKE

a thing of gre.it interest

to

anil we are iirtists in

bride-elec- t,

the
this

Wedding takes are made in
the most beautiful designs and of
rich and exquisite flavor, our bread,
rolK pl.s. fancy and ornamental
cakes are the jierfection of the baker's art when made nt the
line.

X TRAGQOn
CLOTHES

1'IONEEK RAKER Y,
207 South First St.
1-

-

e

v

w- - -

H5

A SALK OF GROCERIES

like that going on here u not often
announced. It is easy enough to offer
cheap groceries at cheap prices. But
we offer first clans groceries at LOW
QUALITY PRICES. So unusual are
the values that it will be wise for yog
to lay In a tock while the opportunity lasts. A a careful housekeeper
jrou owe It to yourself to Judge th
character jf this offer for yourself.
ClIAMPlOX (illOCFJtV CO.
Seventh and TIJerai
I'lione 51.

RICO HOTEL
AND BAR

MOVED
Three doors north, to

119

FIRST ST.

FOR BOYS

hold their shape and their zvear

!

through so much more banging about
that, tho in the beginning, they seem to
cost no ess,in the end they are far cheaper
than clothes which seemed cheaper on the
Price tag.
All XTRAr.oon clothes are cut extra
full and made extra strong. The knee-pant- s
are lined all through built with
the "Seat of Wear" which not only makes
th em fit better, but also give double service.

MAKES

Lower Prices on Vehicles

(Continued from Pane Onel
Hod, and then the commission, or a
majority of its membership at least,
is to go abroad
to investigate con
ditions in Europe and to secure information upon which to base recommendations with a view to legisla-t:o- n
for American waterway improvements.
The plans of the commission and
what Is believed to he the plans of
Congress, have been outlined by Repa
resentative Steven. of Minnsotfi,
member of the inv stigatmg body. It
is paid that the commission has no
one project occupying the chief place
in its mind. It is to consider
the
needs of the whole country and In
Is report it will give its Judgment concerning what work should and should
not be undertaken.
The commission will have a work
of magnitude, for all kinds of plans
have, been submitted to Congress for
eastern canals, southern canals, western, middle western and northern
canals, and of river improvements a
multitude. Every s ction of the coun.
try is rt presented on the commission,
and If the home interest counts for
anything every locality will have a
square (enl in the commission's consideration.
EuIn the lowland countries of
rope it is said great quantities of
treight are transported by means of
pteuliarly constructed barges which
tan make quick headway In shallow
wat'-rThis system of transportation Is to be studied by the commission with a view to adapting it to thn
uses of commerce on some of the
more shallow streams of America.
Deep canal construction in France,
Germany, Holland and England will
be studied with a view to determining the natural obstacles that were
overcome in the work of building.
The eost of construction will be
and estimates will be made,
with due consideration given to the
price of labor and material for the
carrying on of the same kind of work
in America.
All of the findings of the commission will be laid before Congress. The
report will be a guide for the work
of the House rivers and
h.trbors
committee. The advocates of waterways work in different parts of the
country will be given the findings of
in
the commission on the jiroject
question and will be Informed of its
importance as viewed by the commission. Unquestionably, upon the report will depend the sequence of action to be taken by Congress upon
the various plans for internal commercial highway Improvements.
If the army engineers should nnd
the deep waterway channel down the
Mississippi Is a feasible project it
seems to be assured that the work of
its construction will'have a first place
in the commission's report, for this
proposed channel has had ten words
spoken In Its favor to every one word
spoken in favor of any other waterway
improvement
that has been
brought to the attention of Congress.
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Quilitch's Dry Climate Vehicles
Are built In Trinidad. Colo., and ran be bought for less than those
made In the East.
By using our own hand-madfifth wheel, our
double king-bol- t,
spring1 wagons are made to wear where the wear comes most, without tho use of extra material.
e,

"Ni:vi;ii hkoki: yet."
All our vehicles

are painted

by hand, anil are not dipped, as Is
big factories.
"JT WON'T Plil I. Ol "IV
If your denier lxw not carry our line, write for1 catalogue nnd
,
price.

customary

In

The Quilitch Implement &
Department

Trinidad,

Vehicle Co.

12.

Colo.

.

TEMPERANCE UNION
HAS AN ANNIVERSARY

Citizen

Members and Friends Will Meet
to Celebrate the Seventeen Yean' Work.
meeting of the W. O. T. It. has
called for tomorrow afternoon
at the home of Dr. Cartwright In Old
Albuquerque, and the members and
their friends are invited to attend.
The meeting will be In the nature of
a celebration of the 17th anniversary
of the union in New Mexico, the first
union In the teiritory having been es
tabllshed by Frances Willard.
It Is probable that In addition to
ri view ing the work of the past sevwill
enteen years the organization
discuss and consider future plans, in
views of the fact that the liquor interests of the territory are organizing
to fight the prohibition
movement.
The W. C. T. V. expects to continue
an active campaign for the regulation or the elimination if possible, of
the liquor traffic in New Mexico, and
the coining year will see the two op
posing elements in el.iser combat
than has heretofore been the ease.
THROW OCT TIIK IJNE.
(.Ive the Kidneys Help and Many Al'
ill He
buqucrqiie I'eople
Happier.

with

A Carriage Factory in Your Locality

PROJECTS

A

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

E.

THE DEEP WATERWAY

been

I will give you the square
deal in fixing your watch. It
pays to treat you honestly
and I will do what pars me.

J. A. GARCIA

pm
pm
am

7:30 am
S:13 am

la My Motto

9

:

1:1.

SAN JOSE
RESTAURANT

20.

A Square Deal

.

II

Arrive

.

Music by Crystal Orchestra

CONGRESS HAS STOPPED

Sec-:il:u-

Trip.

The Prize this Week
on any store in town

berth?. In these Instances the committee will take the liberty of chang
ing the numbers.
The persons who
dbl not attend the drawing Saturday
ns good a chance as
nlnht have
those who were pp sent. The num-b- i
rs not taken from the hat remain
to In drawn and there is a majority
.t lowers among them. The band
will occupy the first seven sections
newspapers
ii. the first ear.
The
were furnished din wing rooms and
a drawing room was reserved for
y
Kl 'iovern T Curry and Territorial
Jaffa, who will be Invited to
on the excursion as guests of the
xourslon. Governor Curry was one
of the active men on the excursion
last year.
Following Is the itinerary adopted
by Saturday night's meeting:

EXCURSIONISTS

t
Will

Monday, ArniTj is. isot.

"Throw Out the Ilfe Line"
The Kidneys need help.
They're overworked can't get the
poison filtered out of the blood.
They Te getting worse every min
ute.
Will you help them?
Doan's Kidney Bills have brought
thousandes of kidney sufferers back
from the verge of despair.
Will cure any form of kidney trouble.
Mrs. M. M. Tays, S10 Wyoming St,
El Paso, Texas, says: "My knowledge
of Doan's Kidney Pills dates back tJ
four years f.go at which time I was
greatly troubled by backaches and
my kldneye were disordered.
I was

feeling very miserable when I used
Doan's Kidney fills but their beneficial effect was soon noticeable and
before long, all the distress from
backache and other symptoms of kidney trouble was removed. Since then
when I have felt indications of weak
kidneys. I have used Doan's Kidney
pills and a dose or two has proved
sufficient to relieve me. I glady give
my name as an endorser of Doan'a
Kidney Pills."
For eile by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
New York, sole ugints for the I'nited
States.
name Doan's
the
Remember
49.
and take no other,

our Selection
OF A GOOD BANK
Is important
not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

THE BANK OF CO FAMERGE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
S20O.OOO

These are

Carriage
I

Buying
Days
We have
We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle.
rnany good styles within the rane of modest incomes
Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys, Spring Wagons,
etc. Jutt received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as weneed theroomand can use the money

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.
Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

Builders'

and

Finishers'

Supplier

Native and Chicago Lumber, Slierwln-William- a
Paint Nob Kattev.
Building Paper, Plaster, lime. Cement, Glass, gash. Poors, El,

J.

423 SOUTH FIRST

C. BAXDRIDGE

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE.

of COMMERCE
BANK
OP
1LBUQDERQOE.

M
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts
N- -

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS A NO DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S.

STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier

W. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh.
J. C. Baldridge.
A. M. Blackwe I.
O. E. Cromwell

Advertise in The Citizen

I

MONDAY.

AmiTi U.

10.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN'.

nnMMimt nc

1

Montezuma

Grocery

and
PLAN

Liquor Company

Copper and Third

Hie Klcsta
of

Imported and Domestic Goods
Specialty of Luoca Pure Olive OiL
Liquor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited.

Suc-e-

Join

nic
BIG

1EKAS OIL COMPANY

MANY

READY FOR BUSINESS

AFFAIR

PENSIONS

W

TO

HEW HEXICO.PEOPLE

llni Promise Orgiinljitioii lit l ight the Sanditril Inaugural Hall In the Pension (
Will
Has Thrown the Work Hchh.
Oil Omipuiiy Annoiiiiivs Its
Help tlx IakIkc.
to Some
0eiiliig Tomorrow.

Collapsible

Next Month
mill
10

Go-Car- ls

For the Youthful
Heir
original and
designs are among
lately arrived goods.
We have them
green and
black,
gray, with
ern improvements"
They range
price

So that nil Albuquerque may he
Washington, D. C. April 12.- :io
The Texas Oil company, an organgiven a chance to a tl In making the ization to fight the Standard (Ml com- followlng persons In New Mexic
ve
li' sta which will be held In the pany for the
in
petroleum trade, and bi en granted pensions since Fnovel
Klks' huililiiiK beginning May 10th which has established a distributing ary 25. 1909. Many of the c
Agent for Saa Antonio Lime. Always
and asting nix days, a puitiv, each plant for New Mexico and Arizona in have not been granted up to
ils
f tlw six nihls will be under the Albuquerque, lias completed its plant tunc, the delay being caused b;
he
Fresh. Prices RiKht.
management of different professions hire onil announces
its opening to inaugural ball, which was held I he
of
Saturday
evening,
close
tile
while
pension
Solicitor.
for
ofllce. This has throwi. Me
Phone or send
in
morrow. The company has sent out
the festivities will In- designated us the following announcement:
ECall PHONE 1029
work behind nearly a month:
Ladies' Night." The fellow inn sch
blue,
12
Ed. N. Hedges, Lake Arthur,,
Texas jcoin pa ny, ( pctr dciun
edule was arranged by the nnniige- - i;nd"Theits products!,
announces its per month, from December 28, 1 IS.
all "modyestermt lit committee which m-- t
Wm. F. Blanchard, Lincoln, ;24
for business 111 Albuquerque
day afternoon for the purpose of fur- opening
pt r month, from January 28, 1909.
13, 1909.
WareApril
on
Tuesday,
thering the plans for tie' uffulr us
Francisco
Luccro, Glorleta, $12
house and storage tanks located bewi ll as selecting comniitteis:
per month, from January 28, 1909.
in
Monday evening. Hankers' Night; tween Santa Fi railroad and county
a
Sidney K. McCarty. Fort Bayard,
a
Tuesday tvt.ilng. Merchants' Nigh'; load, south of Hie Santa Fe shops. 16 per month,
6,
January
1903
from
a
your
to
are
family
Invited
You
and
Wednesday evening, lawyers' Night;
per
30,
$12
and
January
month
from
on
opening
d;y.
plant
ThUfl.iy evening. Insurance Men's visit Isthe
It
said that John W. Mates, well 1909.
Doctors'
Friday evening.
Night;
Jos. W. Miller. Fort Bayard. $12
known financier, plunger and mil
night,
Indies
Saturday
Night
and
-from December 1, 1908.
Night. Kach liody will meet and de- - lionaire. Is backing the Texas ull per month,
Jose Vigil, I.e Boux. $12 per month,
and that he has enlisted
VIS. SI ,u scllell.l tor raising 11101.1 y company,
Corner Bocond mnd Gold
f,ir th r i er 'l i, to be turned over the financial aid of a number of big Irom February 1, 1909.
a
per
Sim Ml Arias. Santa Fe, $8
a
The new company has
i. i. holding committee capitalists.
to t,.
18.
1907.
and 1; h will try- to outdo the other constructed immense storage tanks month from February
per
Sa.muel
Beldon, Cliff, $20
veiling the most in New- Jersey, and according to re
in making their
ports. Intends to c mtest with the month, from February 18, 1909.
successful.
Excellent Service
308-31- 0
Frank A. Gray, Fort Bayard, $1
West Central Avenue
One of tin most ipjcaclng features Standard for the oil business, first of
21
WENT CENTRAL
the l'nited States, and later of the per month, from December If 1908
of the week Will he Die beautiful
John F. Duraiit, Fort Bayard, $24
Particular peop.e have been
Japanese tea room, which will be In world.
a
pleased with Columbus Meals for
Men stalled In one of the rooms of the Albuquerque will be the distribut per month, from January 26, 1909
Correct
Clothes
for
Jefferson Norris, Fort Bayard, $17
many years. Have you tried theraf
K.iks' building and will be in charge
nig point for considerable territory
Albuquerque s falre-- t in the southwest and the plant here per month, from December 1. 190S.
Latest Styles shown in Al- of some of
Cephas F. Mosher, Santa Fe, $24
young ladies, who will be Ore ssed In has a enpacity to tako cure of a
fred Hei jamin and "L"
costume to suit the occasion. Much large business. Buildings, storage per month, from January 28, 1909.
bystem clothes.
Thos. A. Boley, Estancia, N. M
cxpeiine will lie incurred in the ar- - tanks, etc..
have been completed
of this attraction and tne s utb of the city and it is expected $12 per month.
from January 23
WHITE HOUSE
We want you togtt acquainted !.ingiient
tea room w ill no doubt be well put- - that Albuquerque consumers
will 1909.
with us.
Emanuel Oman, Melrose, $12 per
hem-fironi.ed.
considerably by the advent
pretty purple and white but- of the new company.
month, from February 9, 1909.
The
2Z
tons, bearing an Inscription announcJos. T, Palmer, Oscuro, $12 per
709 S. First St.
month, from February 15, 1909.
ing the date of tile coming liesta, arrived this morning and now adorn PRIEST RECOVERS
Michael C. Plcken, Farmington, $1
per month, from February 23, 1909.
th" coat lapels of hundreds ot tne'
c Itizns of Albuquerque w ho are doMEALS AND LUNCHES
Jas. K. Smith, Mesllla.
$12 per
iiiK all in their porter to see that the
FROM THE EXPOSURE month, from January 25, 1909.
success.
is
a
event
Ooorge Knapp,
Melrose, $12 per
The following letter was drafted at
month, from January 22, 1909..
Come in the eating's fine
w
mailill
be
meeting
and
rday's
ytrti
Wm. W. Tuthlll, Thomas, $12 per
Medical Attendance Saved
'
ed to tne various wholesale concerns Prompt
month, from February 3, 1909.
Mi
I. ire of Missionary VIm Sum-reNo Fancy Prices Hero
: r
throughout the country by the mer- iaffi-u;-;- g
Albuquerque,
W.
Merrltt
$12
Teall.
In Blixnii'd.
chants of this city asking for dona- per month, from January 26, 1909.
ions for bazaar purposes:
only careful and timely ir.edica?
Bichard Hudson. Deming. $15 per
125 Acres. U. S. title; 25 Cuttle
of
5entlemen: With the object
premonth, from March 13, 1909.
Jerseys and Durhajn, 5 fresh
attendance in ull probability
on
their
Indebtedness
dt creasing the
Frederick Wolfel. San Marrlul, $24
and 9 more coming In soon;
vented a fourth death as a result of
$7ri,0ic) opera hous' nn,i lodge build- the
good
residence; milk
in
the Bland per month, from February 18, 1909.
storm
terrible
plancity
have
thin
ing,
the Elks of
house; 2 pumps; all fenced; 30
Mrs. Mary J. Swan, Lordsburg,
mountains in which little Willie MerSpring Suit. Hat, Shoes,
That
ned a rather ambitious public tiesta,
$12 per month, from December
acres In timber; close In
4,
was frozen to death. Miss Suchant
Shirts, Ties, and everything In the
May
10th
nights
on
of
given
to be
the
sie Merchant frozen so badly that 1903.
wearable line.
to 15th inclusive.
Price $3,000, half cash.
Addison Warren, Mora, $12 per
died and w hich caused the death
Men's well made, stylish Suits
The entertainment offered included she
!! bazars,
from March 1, 1909.
$10, $12.60 and J15.
vaudeville, side shows, music, of one of the rescuing party which month,
Henry
L. Adams, Fort Bayard, $12
dead
dug
girl
her
brother
and
the
Boys' Suits $2.50 to $4.
Elks'
suppers.
The
entire
darning and
from a snow bank In Cochitl can- per month, from January 4, 1909.
MEN'S DRESS SHOES.
building will be used; opera houfie, yon.
Julius E. Wlese, Fort Bayard. $14
Well made, good wearing Shoes,
ball rooms, banquet hall. Elks' club
Father Albert Daeger, who gave per month, from January 4, 1909.
per pair, $2.50, $3, $3.50 and $4.
and lodge, rooms, etc.
Agent.
Third and Gold.
Andres Gonzales, Parajc, $15 per
at
A committee has requested us to the little girl spiritual attention
Men's Work hoes. $1.50, $2 and
$2.50.
write you and solicit, for the bazar, Bland Immediately after she was res month from February 24, 1909.
Mrs. Maria. Pledad G. de Vigil,
you are cind and who weathered part of the
BOYS' SHOES.
contributions of anything
$1.35 to $2.50.
particularly anxious to keep before storm while visiting missions In the Albert. $s per month from April
to 5
Sizes 2
Sizes 12 to 2 $1.25 to $2.25.
the public. Tour Interest in this lies Cochitl district, suffered an attack ( 2. 1907, and $12 iper month from
THIRD STREET
they can of pneumonia Immediately after and . April 19, 1908. Also original Invalid
in the extensive advertit-lnSizes 8 to 11 90c to $1.85.
was very sick at 8t. Joseph's hos-- 1 pension at the rate of $8 per month
give you and us.
SPECIAL SALE OF MEN'S HOSE.
'
pital for several weeks. He Is con- from June 27. 1902, ending April
.Donations are mentioned repeated13 dozen Men's Hose, regular 12 Vic
valescent now, however, and will be 1. 1907.
ly In the daily press, ore prominently
quality, 3 pairs for 25c.
Jose Manuel Barela, Ranches of
display and placarded before 'and aide to return to his parish within a
Kinds of Fresh aad 811
10 dozen Men's
black Hose, per
Taos, $15 ,per month from March 12
during the liesta," and, in most few days.
ateam fisnge Factory.
pair, 6c.
1909.
cases, will be disposed of by raffling.
Susie Merchant died from pneubeing rescued, and
Personally, we believe In this ad- monia after
KMIL
KLEIN
WORT
CASH BUYERS' UNlOTt lvoale Bafldinr. North Third Street, vertising and think It will more than Henry Brown of Bland, died here
115-11- 7
offset the cost of your contribution. April 1 from penumonia, contracted
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
122 Hertb iieond
Also, we will tell you, frankly, that while rescuing Surie Merchant
and
WM. DOLDE. Prap.
we expect you to see the advantages
HaMSSHflHRtBHlsHHs
Allen's
Eooteaso preserves the of their offer and to respond since her brother from the storm.
shoes and stockings by absorbing the. the Elks here, over .'.00 strong, are
CXXX)OCXXXXXX3CXXXX300(30CX)OC30
Wool Market.
perspiration and it makes the feet not only by far the most numerous
St. Louis,
April 12. 'Wool un
RIVALRY BETWEEN
feel more comfortable. It is very rechanged.
also are in many
housed
but
best
and
freshing when used after a bath, respects the most influential body in
New-NeYork Metals.
particularly after a foot oath follow- Albuquerque. There can be no quesTHE TWO LODGES
WAMTKD, AT ONCK
April 12. Lead quiet
York.
ing a hard day's journey on the feet. tion
affair,
.if
their
success
the
the
of
$
i
107
'j 4.10; silver 50 c.
It Is ulso desirable for use with snug prestige ulone will run the attendfitting shoes. Price 25c per package at ance well up Into the thousands.
worth of second hand furniSt. Imis Metals.
unci Odd Fellows Will
Bolli
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Cen'Because of limited time, however,
St. IiOUls, April 12. Lead strong,
ture, Moves, carpets, harness,
Build,
Veil her Organization
hut
avenue.
tral
urged.
Is
i
prompt action
$1.
.
4.10; spelter higher
EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE
etc We pay highest cash
Knows Just WIm-ii- .
Very truly yours.
prices; and buy, sell and ex
To RF.XT By day or hour, Maxchange.
well touring car. Plione, office, 1020;
11)11 KAIJK.
There Is considerable rivalry beNew York, April 12. Call money,
Write lor Illustrated Catalog and Price List
1
(ii 2 per cent;
A No.-- l black gentle driving horse; tween tho Masons and the Odd Felprime paper 3 if
CROWN FURNITURE residence, 62.
also harness and marly new buggy. lows as to which will begin building 4 per cent; Mexican dollars 44c.
Inquire Boom 26, Armijo block,
first. Both contemplate erecting large
AND AUCTION CO.
OFFICE UNO SALES ROOM
Grain and ITovislons.
Tlie Mfsxoarl Society of New
Baca. Phone 457.
combination bulge and business build114
Gold
W.
Phone 60.
Chicago, April 12. Close:
Mexico meets the second Wedings, the Masons at the corner
of
ENGAGE.
Plione 138
Wheat May $1.2614; July $1.16
nesday of each month at Odd
121 and 123 North First St.
Copper avenue and North Third
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Corn May
July 66 dp 'A,
Fellows' hall, S21 South Second
street, and the Odd Fellows at the
Simon Garcla's horses, rigs,
July 4774.
Oats May
street. Next
Wednesand spring wagons for country corner of Lead avenue and South
Pork May $18.10; July $18.07Mi.
day. April 14, 1009.
aaaaaaaaaaaaa
own
Both
street.
admirable
Lone Star Boot & Shoe Shop
trips.
Call at my store, 1202 North
Lard May $10.374; July $10.47'i
Headquarters at room 4, Bar.
sites mid both are in position to get
street.
Arno
net building, Second and CenOur specialty la making- cowboy
building funds, but for reasons (.10.50.
o
Ribs May $9.47 V4; July $9.60.
tral. Plione 1079.
shoes. First claws
baots and
time for sittlog-- for your known only to the building committee
l.nainAll MHssourlanii are requested
sole leather
repairing. Best rock-oa- k
photos, In your I'jistcr gowns at the of each organization, neither
has
Stocks.
to call and register.
aaed. Twenty years' experience. I am
Albright Studio, pi Mine 1101.
yi t decided to drive the first stake. Amalgamated Copper
70
O. J. KR.YKMEH,'
naster of the trade. Give ua a trial.
Tin- - money proposition, it is known, Atchison
108
A MAN IiOST
Secretary.
Work called for and delivered.
b ith
as
an
appeared
obstacle
for
pfd .. ..103
S22 W. Central Ave.
his patience this morning a bum organizations when building was first
Phone 855.
From the foundation to the shingles oa the root, we are sell-I131
collar. E. & W. Bed Man Collars are discussed, but both have money of- New York Central
Building Material Cheaper than yba bate bought (oa
121
Southern Pacific
what you want two for 25 cents. fers from many directions
now. Lnion Paclllc
189
years. Save at least 25 per cent and
Benjamin Bros., 21 S West Central.
soasir
Money has been offered one if not L nlted States Steel
52V4
o
both lodges for 5 per cent and any
113
Pfd
BUILD NOW
Subscribe for la CUTsen al Get quantity Is to be had at 6 per cent.
tk NEWS.
Chicago Livestock.
A prominent lodge
man said this
Chicago, April 12. Cattle 18,000
morning that thei" was plenty of
money to be had and that disputes Steady to ten higher. Beeves $4. HI 'it
&
and the Inability of the members of 7.20; Texas steers $4.60 5. HQ; west
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
em
steers
stockers
and
$4.40i5.b5;
the lodges to git together on plans
was tin- ollSt.l.'le
holding up the fei ders $3.55'ii 5.60; cows and heifers
CORNER THIRD AND lfARQUETm
PUONB 8.
buildings. It Is promised, however, $2.10i ; calve $5.50 ft 7.75.
Hogs
5
higher.
Light
34.000.
10c
to
that contracts for one building. If not
Capital and
ITO.Vo 7.40; mlx.-$7.10 i 7.50; heavy
for both, will be p t this month.
7. 201( 7. 55; rough $7.20M7.30;
pigs
ESTABLISHEP 1873
'OLD RELIABLE"
$5904i 6. so; bulk of sale.-- $7.301)7.45
NOTICE lx)B ITBLICATlOV.
Sheep 18,000. Steady Native $3.75
416.25; western $3.75 4i'6.2."i; yearlings
(Not Coal iJind.)
m
S. $.251i7.30; lambs $5.501i8.20; west
tT.
Department of the Interior,
1
$5.
50
Fe,
em
M.
8.20.
N.
lambs
at
Land Office
Sant.t
April 10, 1909.
SAYINGS
ALLOWED
ON
DEPOSITS
MEREST
given that Juan
Is
Kansas City Livestock.
hereby
Notice
Kansas City, April 12. Cattle 9,
F. linmrro, of Albuquerque, N. M
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
190.'., made Home Ono. Including K00 southerns, steady
who. on
6
10c
higher.
80;
to
steers
$51i
SecEntry
SWU,
Nativo
5947.
for
No.
stead
Carries the Largest aud Most Exclusive Stock of Staple (iroceries la
tion 4. Township S V, Itange 6 E.. s. uthern steers $4,60 4( 6.20; southern
PVVVWVVVVW
N. XI P.. Meridian, lias filed notice iows $2,75 4( 4.75; native cows and
the Southwest
of int. ntion to make tlnal five year heifers $3li6; stockers and feeders
$:i.7.".ii
claim
bullri
$3,301(5.20;
to
to
5.60:
calves
land
the
establish
I'l ntfs.
A short man can travel as
S. $ ill 7.50; western steers $4,804( 6.50;
W.
al. Ve described, before li.
WAGONS
I
r
a
S
r at w. stern cows $31(5.40.
as
a
mak
It.
fast
'omm'ssionf
To. t'.
Court
slant if he
INCORPORA TED
a.
ono.
II
i
.us.
day
Steady.
M
Hulk
of
7tli
Alhllqllerqll
the
sales
his feet go faHter.
ALliUQUEKQUE, N M.
KAILKOAD AVENUE
?.;.fcO 1( 7.10; heavy $7 fir 7. 7 'i ; pack
or June, limit.
(
Likewise.
7
short locals
w
er.,
5;
light
$6.90
and
butchers
f'laiinant names
N. M. ; f .; To li 7.05: pigs $5,25 4(6.
Fil'Mlleno M.q-.iscattered en different pages
"
Simp. S.ooo. steady.
of Albu iuer- Muttons
Jun n A nt'Oi io A M
will ofttn d the tvotk of a
S in.luval.
of
254i 6.60;
N. M
lambs $6,501(8; range W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
P. if'.;.
display ad, and their cost is
$3.5040
$4.754i . 50;
Cliil'i, V. M !':u! eio M ildonad...
"
Is a mere trifle.
i;
i 'i ;i;li.
N. M.
UVKRT. BALK. rOB ) Mi
HAMBBOOk BROS.
'.. i IT El to.
M
Ti:i.
TBANfeFFJl STABLi"
We have many ndvertis- a
r
id more sty-- ..
you wan
j
:
who
them dat'.y.
!- 113 John
t let us lit you with u pair of
4
fhoue
Eorsss and Hulas boagst
Cp to date tarn-outI Jilt II Or
Best driven
ehajiisd.
Seed.
New Dorothy Dod.i Oxfords. They
you hav
In the eltj. IToprletor of "gadle."
!'
Blue Grass.
the handsomest styl-'
se. ri In many a day.
In all the va
While Clotcr.
CIT1 the pleulo waj-oBCS1 TURNOUTS IN TH
If mi li ic too buy, cnj
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
1
.
ri ..us leathers
I
are all moderately
Mltiil
da
4in
lor our ud man.
i.ii eil Atsk to see thern. itosen wald's Second Btrest betwssn CsaMU as
a
I'. W. l ee,
Oar work Is RIG17T la cvtry
tioj-oo- l
shoe Department,
a
suili First.
(tsrkoeot. Hush laundry Co.
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From $8.50 to $17.50

HOTEL!

HOME COOKING
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Dairy Farm
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"John Deere"

J. Borradaile

PLOWS &
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Implements

Meat Market
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N. First Street.
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Consolidated Liquor Go.

$5,000
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KELLY & COMPANY

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
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TACK StX.

as possible, to work with me.
Fresh air, which makes new blood
111 get in the country.
On the boat
to Australia I'll have a gymnnsulm
When
and begin hard training.
land I will be In fine shape.
'In Australia I'll spend the time
rtnning, wrestling, boxing and ,it
game. When the day of
the fight arrives Johnson will see a
not
rejuvenated
Jas. J. Corbett,
much less effective than the man
who defeated John I Sullivan and
he will have no John 1.. to beat.
it
Jack
'I am positive I can
pugilistic
Johnson and regain the
supremacy of the world
for the
white man."
slxe

CURBETT

1

WHIP

bi-.-

former Champion Is Train.
Ing Hard for the Big
Fight He
Chicago. April 12. I Jas. J. Corbett. :nc heavyweight champion of
tin him 1.1, still master boxer ami ring
general ciimitig back? Can tho
(.r John J... Sullivan show battle form cn the roped platform
again? in it possible for this man of
42 to whip the bragging brother who
is
with bacon and hominy
a Jl?
Those are the questions all the
country is asking today as it appear
likely that the long ago champion
will light the next great prize ring
battle with Jack Johnson of Texas.
"Til tight Jack Johnson and
him,
tile pugilistic
uprema y of the white man and regain the championship,"
declared
Corbett, the vertlclc lines between his
ning. as lie thought of bis
tiiows
opponent.
This promise of large accomplish-nien- t
a made, not boastfully, but
with di t rmination in every worJ.
"I'm just us sure 1 ran beat him us
1 wae that 1 would defeat John L.
Sullivan whin 1 faced him in New
Orleans in ''.U,-- ' continued the
And as hi; bad Just signed a
check fi r II. ami to bind a match
with Johnson. Corbett evidently spoke
by the turd.
To see Oorhctt ill street clothes you
can't n cognize his return to the ring.
He shows every one of his 4 1 years.
His life ha left marks upon his
countenance and the lines across his
forehead and In his cheeks are those
f the high liver of two score years
or more.
Hut when clothes are shod and
boxer replae.s actor; when the long.
Blender leg, ami the powerful, pinton
like arms drop into a defensive pose;
when beautiful shoulders and torso
replace the black and white of convention, another story is told.
'As champion, 1 recognize Johnson's right to dictate." Corbett eaid.
"'It is practically settled we
shall
fight in Australia
for a $3", 000
purse.
"ill fight for a $10,000 side bet
and winner take all, or 65 and 35
or any way suitable to Johnson. He
needs money and must fight someone. I am hi logical opponent. For
the last eight years I have cared (or
myself. My only dissipation has been
smoking. I do not drink or do anything injurious to my health,
'" I am today in the best condition
I ever was, barring the natural Joss
of vigor due to age. I know a man
of 42 is not the physical equal of a
man of 2.". But Jas. J. Corbett at
4 2 te the pugilU-timaster of Jack
Johnson, despite the difference in
years.
'"I
derive my Judgment
from
knowledge of Johnson and myself.
He is a second-rate- r
at his beet and
won the title by beating a third-rate- r.
Marvin Hart, Sam Langford,
Joe Choynski, and an unknown
named "'Klondike" have beaten him
or drawn w ith him. His punch cannot compare with that of Ji dries or
Fitsslmmons.
"I am today a'nout T."i per cent as
good as when In my prime, but this
is good enough to beat Johnson.
"Johnson has said he will fight
me if Jeffries, does not accept soon.
Jeff can't get Into shape. i have
arranged to train at my country
place on T.ong Island, where I expect to arrive April 19.
"I have given up smoking and remain in the open as much a possible, to build up my wind. I shall hire
a big rough boxer, as near Johnson's
con-iurr-

bull-i-trr.-

de-f'-- at

i

Cali-iornia-

tiik

;hi:t
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The return of Inspector Pulletier of
tka Royal Northwest Mounted po
lice from his long Journey through
the Barren Lands has attracted at
tention to that great body of fresh
water known as lirtat Slave lake, especially as he says the lake Is In a
region abounding In minerals. It gives
rome idea of the vastness of Canada
to be told that a member
of the
mounted police force two years tigo
went into this country on his second
visit to Indian tribe living there, and
that when he made his former visit
he was the first white man the Indians had ever seen. The lake is one
fresh water bodis in the
of the larg-nworld. At one time it km supposed
to be larger than Lrake Superior but
although Its exact area has yet to be
accurately determine! it will probably bo found to be not much larger
h
the size of that Inthan
land sea. It is TWO miles long but its
greatest width Is probably not much
the
in excess of sixty mil's. It Is
largest of a group of lake. and receives the surplus water of its smaller neighbors, discharging them Into
flows
the great .Mackenzie which
Into the Arctic ocean. The lake lies
a short distance north of the sixtieth
parallel, find hence it Is In a region
wlmre the winter cold is severe, although not so much so as to render
the district around It uninhabitable.
Fxt. nding to the north of it is a
r, at rolling region, bounded on the
north by tireat Hear lake, which is
nearly twice as large as Great Slave
lake. The rolling country is timbered
quite heavily and . by no means a
waste land, although a long time will
doubtless elapse before, it is utilized
to any considerable extent. Not far
east of the head of the lake the Barren .rounds bogln. Lying within their
borders are the three great rivi rs,
the Hack or Great Fish rivers, the
Coppermine and the Dubaunt. There
l. reason to suppose that very large
mineral deposits will be found in this
region, which has the advantage
from the prospector's point of view
glacial
of being almost free from
drift. That native copper Is found on
been
has long
the Coppermine
known. Indeed this is the noson for
Its name. In the valleys of the tribu
taries of the Dubaunt are quite extensive forests, and thei wood is of a
character that may lead one day to
the establishment of pulp mills on the
shores of Hudson bay. Victoria Col
onist.
Words to Freeze the Soul.
"Tour son has consumption. His
appalling
case is hopeless." These
words were spoken to Geo. E. Biev-en- s,
a leading merchant of Springfield, N. C. by two expert doctors
one a lung specials. Then was shown
the wonderful power of Dr. Kings
weeks
New Dtacovery. "tier three
use," writes Mr. Elevens, "he was as
well as ever. I would not take all
the money in the world for what It
for
did for my boy." Infallible
coughs and colds. Its the safest, surest cure of desperate lung diseases
on earth. 50c and SI. Guarantee satisfaction. Trial oottle free. All

Miwitvv, Apniii n.
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A MILLION BALES OF COTTON

FROM MOBILE

TO JAPAN;

MOST UNIQUE HAUL OF
Minn.,
April
One
million bah" of cotton to be moved
,
from Mobil, Ala to Yokohama, Ja- SI. I'HUl.

12.

I
1909

JIM HILL'S .i vr .ion.
of cotton
One million bah
from Alabama to Japan.
Will go by rail lo Seatt! then
by the Hill steamships.
Would make a pile of otton
bigger than the biggest office
building.
Nearly as l.irur a pile as the
lioek of Gibraltar.
Would mak" bed sbi its for

pan.

This is .Tim Hills giant contract
this year one of the greatest
porta t ion faskn ever
The landieg of the contract marks
a new era for the
south for t.ie
northwest and Japan.
It means a new market for the
south, more work for the railr ia I
men across the country, and a mammoth increase in Japan's new cotton
industry.
And for the wizard of the north
grizzled Jim Kill it means another
daring adventure added to his record.
One
million bales that means
r.no, 000. 000 pounds of cotton tj be
i i.rrled
half way around the wo-'Hercules' fabled seven tasks wou'J
be child's play beside this.
If the Washington monument Was
as broad and deep as the Singer
building, or the Metropolitan life, or

Ton. Olio, 0011 p, nple.

Or cover
ot roadway
twice around the world at tne
eiin i and tin- poles.
Would M! a train of big ears
IBS miles lcng.
This ! v. train reaching from
Mobile, 35 miles past New in- leans.
Or from St. Paul clear across
Minnesota.
Or from half way across
Washington state to Seattle.
.Mi-- fi

j-

i"iii

Remember that.

Cedur Brook must be at least six or
eight years old before bring put on
Sale. The Government only requires
that whikltcy be aged (our years.
Hy the Government stamp it's on
every Cedar Hroolc bottle the proof,
purity, age and lull measure may be
known.
The name Cedar Brook guarantees

V

also quality supreme, smoothness,
flavor, individuality unmatched, as
well as that all Uncle Sam's requirements bavc been met.
More ageing tban Uncle Sam demandssod in charred oaken casks
that's ooe of the Cedar Brook's quality
points.
Wherever good liquor is sold. '

JULIUS K.ESSLER & CO., Distillers, Uwrencebusg, Ky.
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the biggest office building 111 the
world, it would look like a two-s- t ii'y
tin simp alongside thi pile of cotton.
That half billion pounds of cotton
piled In a heap would compare favorably with the Kock of Gibraltar.
Made into bed sheets it would pro
vide two seven foot bed sheets Texas size, 6 feet by 1
for every maa.
woman and child in I'nited States and
France, Germany,
Its poHsessions,
Itusslu and Italy
people, blu' k,
Over 700.000,000
w bite, red, yellow
and brown, could
sleep well nights under single cotton
sheets made of the cotton In Jii.i
Hill's big contra"'..
Or make It Into strips 50 feet w ide,
and it would cover a roadway lead
ing twice around the world.
A great
white highway from the
north pole around to the south pop- -
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giants, dividing something like 000
pounds avoirdupois between
them.
It Is doubtful If two bigger men
could bo found on any team In the
country than the Toledo big 'uns.
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PICTURE COMPANY

Will

"WILLIE"

WORK REFORM

IN

llctunti

I

Irrrn Ttcr Will

Ilo

New
York, April 12. The farsightedness of the captains of the
motion picture industry was shown
in unmistakable fashion when the
Motion Picture Patent company of
New York commenced
its radical
movement of picture reform last
week. This company, which Is tint
new ly formed, r presents
ten
the
leading Him manufacturers of the
world, one hundred
licensed exchanges, and over 5,000 licensed theatres in ail partM of the 1'iiited Suites,
and virtually controls !'0 per cent
of the total Him output of the world.
Acting upon an unmistakable demand for decent pictures, the Patents company determined to put an
nd to the offensive subjects, and to
so regulate the theatres under its license that the motion picture show
would be put on a par with the very
highest form of theatrical endeavor.
Accordingly, the company organized and put into Immediate operation, three special departments. The
tlrst was a board of censorship which
met for the first time on March 25,
and examined IS. 000 feet of film, the
total licensed outiput for the week.
This board sat simultaneously with
a board appointed by the people's
Institute of New York, which included such representative public bodies
as the board of education. Society for
the Prevention of Crime. Kthical Culture league, Church societies. Civic
society, People's Institute, etc. These
two boards will work in harmony
and will criticise and correct the IS
r.ew reels received each week.
The Civic board and the company's
board are confident that censorship
will not long be necessary, as the old
rule of demand and supply is already
in application, und the manufacturers will produce no more objectionable pictures.
The second remedial department
has as its sole object the Influencing
of all licensed theatres to comply
with the Arc laws, and receives its
instructions fnrni the third department, known as the bureau of inspection, whose duty it is to see that
the licensed theatres in every state
in the I'nion are made light, clean,
sanitary and well ventilated,
"We hope to change places with
force,
th. drama as an
F.l
a prominent, member of the Pat- "The, drama is ut
company.
ent suffering severely from the
clous tendency that has affected
or
Shakespearean
his season.
'sical plays, or high moral dra-- i
are dead; there is no demand for
m, and their place has been taken
with the undressing
the show
enes and lw humor. The picture
low on the other hand, reaching as
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April 12. The
Ciduinbus. C.a.,
"heavyweight twins" they call Charley Hickman and Sox Seybold, Toll do's mastodon
gardenerti. The famous
leaguers are veritable

P.
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and back, i.nd another one crossing
it and belting tin- world at the ecpia
tor this Is the cotton in the gigantic
contract.
cars,
Packed clowcly in big
the bales of cotton would make a
train 163 miles long.
When the caboose of this train
pulled out of the yards at Mobile, the
engine would have passed New Orleans, historic Donaldson and within
sight of the spires ot Haton Uouge.
As the' caboose ; left the Great
Northern yard at St. Paul, the engineer would be looking out oil the
MOTION
praiiiep of Dakota.
tile
Into
drew
train
the
Alio when
doik yards at Seattle, the end of it
would be extending up over the Casvalley,
cade mountains, and down the Wash-i.g;.r
hair way across tin- state of
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AIRMANSHIP
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IN THAT PA 1ST
YOl' TIIKOW AWAY

Bottled J3jl in Bond
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rum

YOP UKAI.I.i:
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cap.hv git vor::
i:vi:itv day. '.pitIj with which

FOKT BAYARD, N. M., APRIL 7.
190!. Sealed proposals, in triplicate,
for electric light wiring 3 double sets
of captains' quarters. 1 nurse's quarters, 1 laundry building and 1 medical storehouse at this post, will be
received here until 11 a. m.. May 8.
ltfO'.l, and then opened. Information
furnished on application. U. S. reserves right to accept or reject any
or all proposals or any part thereof.
Envelopes containing proposals should
be marked "Klm-trlWiring" and addressed to Capt. S. 1. Vestal, Constructing Qmr.

There are dealers who
object to the Government
restrictions. These are
makers of blended and
adulterated whiskies.
Cedar Brook makes the
demands of Uncle Sam
only part of the Cedar
Brook test.
No other whiskey made
can come up to the Cedar
Brook test, even if it can
Uncle Sam's,

iimiii iiiMwuiminmiMrH-

You Are Turning Your Back
on Success

Wm. H. McBrayer's

Si:a demand.

mi r

m

one-fourt-

.
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,

trans-undertake- n,

Better Whiskey Than Even
Uncle Sam Demands

Since away back in 1847
when Cedar Brook wal
firt made, it has been the
v Id's best whiskey.
Y'.tn Uncle Sam's bot-- t
d
act was
d, it made no differ
j
.
to Cedar Brook.
' jar Brook was and
is. otter than even Uncle

-
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investiture, a
brand new costume embellishment, a host of new,
inn el. up to date features,
conies the Pixley & I.ud- er's musical triumph. "The
Huigoinaster." to tin Klks'
theatre tonight.
al"The liurgomaster,"
ways the most pleasing and
popular of all the Pixley K
l.uder's successes, has been
kept right up to date and
even a little beyond. This
season will prove no exception to the rule and Manager Win. P. Cullen promises the original metropolitan production.
new

"wr,

scenic

I,.-

- f

j

Elks Theatre
.ul!--

Tonight
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lt does into every town of over Tim
inhabitants, and appealing to tlie
millions of school children and the
poor of the land to whom the live
cent rate of admission especially a li
peal. has educational value almost
From now on
beyond calculation.
the pictures will be cither edm a- tional or cleanly amusing and will be
absolutely moral. As a Sunday at- traction It is the deadliest foe t
the corner saloon. To the temptations to which young people are subjected on that day there is nothing
going on nf decent quality to engage their attention, and to the dangers f street playing to young children. I reckon it to be the greatest
educational force in the world after
the public school."
'

ir

(Not coal iand. )
u.
Department of the Interior,
Land office at Santa Fe. X. M.
(Serial No.
A pril
l'JOii.
Notice is hereby given that Itobert
I. Kouci'ls, of Laguna, X. M , ntio,
on Nov. 2, 1H07. made H. K., No.
Uoim., for NKVi, Section ID Township
7 X.. Kange
4 W
X. M. P. Meridian,
has filid notice of Intention to make
final commutation proof, to
claim to the land above described,
before (ieorge H. Pradt, IT. S.
ut Laguna. X. M., on the
liith day of June. 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
I.iiiero, of Cubero, X. M.: J. Miller,
of Iiiguiia. N. M. ; Virgil P. Harrington, of Iaguna, X. M ; James A. Miller, of Laguna. N. M.

I'd lUtlier Die, Doctor.
MANL'KL It. OTKIIO.
than have my feet cut off." said M
Kegister.
L. Bingham, of Prineeville, 111., "but
you'll die from gangrene (which had
eaten away eight toes) If you don't,"
Our shirt anil collar work Is perInstead he used, fect. Our "DOMKSTIC FINISH" U
said all doctors.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve till wholly tlie proper tliliu;. We lead otlicrs
cured. Its cures of eczema. fever follow.
sores, bolls, burns and piles artound
1MPEIMAL TiACNDHY CO.
the world. 25c at all dealers.
'

work on shirt waists
Hitrnii7e llublis Ijiiiiidry Co.

I'or tho
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PRINCE OF WALES
MALE HELP

T

FEMALE HELP

Clearing House for the People's Wants

HOUSES VOn RENT

CLERKS
STENOGRAPHERS
BOOK

KEEPERS

SEEKS GREAT CUP

JOHN M. MOORE

llOOMS TO RENT

REALTY
CO.
Established 1883

HOUSES FOR SALE

Real Estate, Loans,

RANCHES FOR SALE

FIRE INSURANCE
FOR SALE.

nvsiNEss orroR- II.900.OO

S.ILESMEV

TOTTIES

AGENTS

MONEY TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

IX9T

MALE HELP
First
clas gentleman
stenographrr for out of town posi- tlon. Good salary, chance for ad- vancement. Southwestern Husine.s
Association. 201 East Central ave.
MALE
HELP WANTED $90 a!
montb, $70 expense allowance at
start, .) put out merchandise and
grocery catalogue;
mall order
Suprlr Co.,
house. American Ifo-n- e
Desk 38. Chicago. Ill
WRITE and we will explain now we
pi? any man S8S PC month c.ni all
traveling expense to take orders
for portraits. Experience unnecessary. This offer made by the greatest portrait house In the world.
Write now before It la too late.
R. D. Martel. Dept. 20. Chicago.
TOCNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination in Albuquerque May It. Intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 77
sent free. Ir,ter-6tat- e
Iowa Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
USN Take orders for the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making $300 a month, so can
you.
Address, National Art and
Crayon Co., Dept. 447, Chicago.
KEN WANTED QUICKLY By big
Chicago mall order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
121 a week; $(0 expense allowance
rst month: no experience required.
Manager, Dept. SOI, (81 Wabash
avenue. Chicago.

AND FOUND

PROFESSIONAL

WANTED

CARDS

i

PHYSICIANS

j

FEMALE HELP
WANTED Seamstress and apprentice for dressmaking
ivmen:.
Crane millinery and dressmaking
parlors, Fifth street and Central
avenue
marWANTED
A lady collector,
ried or single, to collect a few days
monthly for a California installment house. Easy work, good pay.
References required. Address Box
144. Oakland, Cal.

SOLOMON

Physician and Surgeon.

i

The Unearned
...Profit...
The increase In population produces a corresponding Increase in the
value of real estate.
This Is sometimes called "the unearned Increment."
In order to understand rhis more

FOR REN1

iFine, large rooms, reasonable, furwant
SALESMEN WANTED We
men capable of earning ISO, IH or nished.
Cattagea with yards.
$100 per week to sell rotary wind
Store room.
signs. If yon can get and mean
Alfalfa ranch, all close in.
, business, write Albright Sign Co.,
Inquire 121
North Third street.
Muncie, Ind.
33
acres fine land, 25
RENT
FOR
VANTBD
educated
An energetic,
acres In alfalfa, fenced, all under
man to sell the New International
Alejandro Sandoval,
ditch.
encyclopaedia
In New Mexico;
splendid epenlng; state age, present employment and glre referen- FOR RENT Typewriters, all kinds.
ces. Dodd, Mead and company.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange,
8hukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.
2 1 1 Wert Central.
VANTBD capable salesman to cevet FOR RENT
house, good
New Mexico with staple line. High
location;
furnished house;
commissions, with 1100 monthly
4 and
houses. Porterfleld
advance. Permanent position to
Co., 216 West Gold.
Deman.
Co.,
right
H.
Smith
Jess
AGENTS
troit, Mich.
Rooms
goods
PER WEEK PAID ONE PERSON SALESMAN Specialty, dry
spefurnishing;
covering
men
and
in each county to handle our big
TO RENT A nicely furnished front
precific territory, (single states
advertising combination. J. S. Selg-le- r
room; can have board In houe
per
7
cent
commission;
ferred),
ft
Compear. Como Block, Chicago.
wanted. No other roomers. 209 S.
present
accounts.
state
Walter street.
WANTED Agents to sell our line of I
171
Co.,
Handkerchief
cigar with ai new patent elgar
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
Broadway, New York.
$10, $15
lighter. Can also be carried as a
for light housekeeping,
and $1$ per month, 114 West Gold.
side Una Address Crown Cigar Co., f ANTED Salesman to carry
I
Souvenir Post Cards as aide FURNISHED ROOMS at Grand Ctn-trMilwaukee. Wis.
proposition.
Money making
hotel. Central and Second St.
RESPOND I BUS men to sell Gaso- - j line.
Some of our men making $200
IjfttiUMIVS
CUB llIlUIlg OyKlCIIlB.
Four front roo m sT for
RENT
FOR
monthly.
State references. Gartner
territory, attractive proposition to
housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Doran,
A
Chicago.
Bender,
right parties. Catalog free. Acorn
624 W. Central, rear. Rent reasonBrass Mfg. Co. Chicago, 111.
WANTED
$90 a month, $70 expense
able.
grocery
catalogues;
ohandlse
and
WANTED Agents make ft a day;
Two furnished rooms,
mall order house. American Home FOR RENT
even fast sellers; big new Illustratin, ground floor, outside enclose
111.
Chicago,
32,
Supply
Co.,
Desk
ed catalogue and samples free.
trance. City water. $2.50 a we"K.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 106 S, T" ANTED Salesman
having
Inquire 409 W. Copper or 219 W.
Boston, Mass.
with leading manufactGold.
Positively make 310 to
AGENTS
urers of Albuquerque and surrounding territory. Must have general
$20 dally selling tho greatest photo art specialty
ever produced;
knowledge of machinery and beltsomething new and unusual. L. K.
ing and be prepared to work on a
seeking
a publisher
Nutter, Mgr., 464 Carroll ave., Chiliberal commission basis as a reg- AUTHORS
cago, 111.
the
with
ular or side, line. Post Office Box
should communicate
146. Station C. Cleveland, Ohio.
Cochrane Publishing company, 377
OE.NTfi, MALE Oft FEMALE, can
Tribune building. New York city.
make all kinds of money selling
ANTED Honest, energetic
salesmy Pongee Swiss Embroidered
We
ta b she d . g o o d
men to sell a general line of high F O
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
paying business. Invoices about
food products to hotels, resrrade
Big money for you. Catalogue
Address P. O. Box 220, Albutaurants, farmers, ranchers and
mailed on request Joseph Oluclt,
querque, New Mex.
ether large consumers. Zxperlence
621 Broadway, N. Y. city.
anneeessary;
we teach
you the
AGENTS ATTENTION! Dlozo Cabl-- !
business; exclusive, territory. Our
MONEY TO LOAN
nets guard the home from contaggoods are guaranteed full weight,
ion and disease. Require no attenfull measure and In every way MONEY
Io you need It? W can
tion. Just hang them up, that's all.
Beet the reulrements of all pure
furnish capital for any meritorious
People are buying them by the
food law a Exceptional opportunenterprise. Stock and bond Issues
thousand. Send at once for sample
ity; write today tor particulars.
sold on rommbifion basl. Metroand terms. Montana Sales Co., DisJohn Sexton A company, Whole-Mi- s
131
politan Investment company,
tributors, Butte, Mont.
Grovcrs, Lake A Franklin sta.,
I,a Hit lie St., Chicago.
Intelligent man or woWANTED
MONEY TO LOAN Cash for good
man to take territory, and appoint WANTED
Reliable man to work
notes. Room 16, N. T. Armljo Bid.,
canvassers to sell our water filters.
city of Albuquerque with Clear Ha1:30 to 2:30 p. m.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitvana Cigar proposition. For partice
able work for the right party.
ulars addreas Box 601 Tbor
a Filter Co . Seneca. Mo.
Hwept Over Niagara.
Tampa, Fla.
This territile calamity often hapt U.H3MAN WANTED tor 190J who
because a careless boatman IgAny part or all or the first floor of
has had experience In any line, to pens
growing
tne Luna and Strlckler building is
ell general trade In New Mexico nores the rivers warning
cow ready for occupancy and will be
an unexcelled specialty proposition. ripple and faster current Nature's
warning are kind. That dull pain or
iased ti responsible parties. Any
Commissions with $3t weekly ad ache
the back warns you the kidIterations desired will be made tn
vance for expenses.
Our season neys in
need attention If you would
Total floor space,
ult tenants
4th.
January
The
'pens
Continents!
fatal maladies dropsy, diabetes
fquare feet. Laaemcnt same dilwelrv "n Cleveland Ohio
or ll:'iht'H diasease. Take
Electric
mension
Steam hat and all other
U.ESMEN ir.teresiei in Pot Cara 1'itters at once and si e backache fly
A;. ply W. S.
e'Odern Irni rovemerts.
j
tide lint, write for our new offer, and uil your best feelings return. "Af:rloklr.
Tree ssmtle outfit, highest
ter long suffering from weak kidneys
It la not what ytu pay for advertlsWe manufacture eom-Dle- and lame back, one $1 bottle wholly
Ing but what adveitislng
PATS
line of albums, stands, cards. cured me," writen J. . Iil"nken-hlpYOU. that makes It valuable. Our
views. Continental Art Co., 236 W. of Ilelk, Tenn. Only 50c a all
j
rates are lowest for equal service.
Monroe Bt., Chicago.

Second
band
satka
Hahn's Coal yard.
WANTED To buy large tract of
timber. Give full report,
cash
price, location, shipping facilities,
e
also terms. I. C. Cockey, 226
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
regarding
tr ANTED
Information
farm or business for sale; sot particular a'aout location; wish to bear
from owner only, who will sell di
rect to buyer; give price, descrlp-- 1
Won, and state when possession can
b bad. Address L. Derbyshire,
Bos S0I0, Rochester, N. Y.
fTANTHD

V

Kitt-redg-

Cor-ralle- s.

Furnished

lit

1

Duke-Macmah-

al

Business Opportunities

ALE
R-S-

Honrs 10 to 19 ami 9 to 4
Telephone 88
Itoems 8, 9 and 10, State National
Bank Block.

thoroughly let us consider the two
classes of people most interested in
real estate the tenant and the
i.er.
The tenint pays a rental simply for
the use of the property; he has as
much at the end of ten years as he
bed when he began.
The owner, however. Is In a vastly
different position. The rent has
paid all of his expense on tho property, such as taxes, Insurance, Interest, etc., but at the end of ten
years he has not only made a profit
on the rent above his expense, but
the property Is worth a great deal
m.'re than when he first bought it
Besides drawing
Interest at full
rate on his capital, the capital itself
has greatly Increased.
This unearned profit Is the secret
of many of the largest fortunes that
have been accumulated in the country. Even the wealthiest men In
this city are the ones whose Investments In real estate are the largest.
Consider this point carefully It Is
the keynote of all success In real estate Investment.
(Continued tomorrow.)

j

SALESMEN

1

1

$8,-00- 0.

Se-ne-

A. G. 6HORTLK, M. D.

Practice Limited to Tubercnlotls.

'

WANTED

L. BURTON, M. D.

Residence, 610 South Walter Street.
Phone 10S0. Office,
narnett
Building. Phone,
17.

Sub-Statio- n,

12.-fO-

J

s.

te

,

DENTISTS
DR. J. K. KRAFT.

II. R. II. GEORGE,

Trlnce of Wales.
London. April 12. The prince of
Wales will challenge for America's
cup, id the word pow Interesting
yachting circles on two shirs of the
Atlantic.
A
rumor that his royal
highness will seeik the cup his mother niiw won by the famous schooner
has been heard for some tfme, and
tho assurance that the Xew York
Yacht club will accept n challenge
from the foot of the throne has al
ready been received here.

res-

Eighth St
$20.00

Adobe--

..lionse, ..7

rooms, bath, close in.
$20.00 Rooming house with
store room, close to shops.
$30.00 Modern, seven room
brick, open fire places, larje
lawn and trees,
14th street
near Central.
$2.50 per week, 2 rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street.
$55.00 Furnished,
modern,
brick, facing
park; finest In the city.
$05.00 Hotel Henrietta,
Is
brand new, never occupied. Is
modern, 27 rooms; fine oca-tloa bargain.
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to date
Abstract Books for the city of
Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a competent
experienced
and
abstractor,
and conveyancer tn our office,
we are prepared
to furnish
correct ABSTRACTS
OP TITLE on SHORTEST NOTICE,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
MONEY TO LOAN at 8 per
cent on first mortgage, In any
amount above $500.
IXAXS
NEGOTIATED
MONEY INVESTEI
TIOUSES
RENTED
TAXES PAID
and complete charge taken of
properties for residents and

well-define- d'

WORK THAT TEILS.

Dental Surgery.

brU--

idence on South Broadway. 10
foot lot, trees and outhouses.
Easy terms.
$.1,000.00 Great bargain In
brick residence In the
Highlands, close In; lawn, fruit
and shade trees.
91,900.00
A
frame
house, modern. Fourth ward;
asy payments. A great bargain.
Iota In new town of Rolen,
at original plat prices. Call at
our office for full particulars.
Choice vacant lots In city of
Albuquerque.
See us before
buying elsewhere.
1XR RENT.
$8.00
house, near
shops on Pacific avenue.
$10.00
Comfortable,
new
house. North Eighth 3t.
$18.00 Modern,
N.

Readers Ap- priflule.
Rooms
and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'RIenly's Drug Store.
Cures that last are cures that tell.
Appointments Made by lfaU.
To thoroughly know the virtues of a
Phone 744.
medicine you must Investigate the
cures and see If they prove perma
nent. Doan's Kidney Pills stand thU
DRS. COPP AND FECTTT.
test, and plenty of proof exists right
People who
here in this locality.
DENTISTS.
testified years ago to relief from backache, kidney and urinary disorders,
Room 19.
now declare that relief was permanent and the cure perfect. Can any
N. T. Armljo Building.
Albuquerque sufferer longer doubt the
evidence?
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D.
Alberto Garcia, Gallsteo street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "The stateOffice bourn,
a. ra. to 19:80 p. tn. ment I gave some years ago regard1:28 to B p. ra.
ing my experience with Doan's Kid
ney Pills, was correct in every detail
Appointments made by mafL
and I can now positively say that my
808 W. Central Ave.
Phone 4S8 cure has been a permanent one. I
used Doan's Kidney Pills for back
ache and too frequent passages of
LAWYERS
the kidney secretions, troubles which
NOTARY riTil.IO IN OFhad annoyed me for some time. They
FICE.
entirely cured me and I now have
R. W. D. BRYAN
a higher appreciation of the medi
219 Wmt Gold Avenua
FOR SALE
cine than before."
Attorney at Law.
by
60
dealers.
sale
all
Price
For
FOR SALE
ranch, new
Co., Buffalo,
Office First National Bank Building cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
house; easy terms. Porter-fielY.. solo agents for the
N.
United
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
j
Co., 216 West Gold.
States.
FOR SALE Fresh milch cows and
E. W. DOBSON
and take no other.
48
two heifers. Central avenue, first
house beyond Castle Hunlng.
Attorney at Law.
Proposals for executing government
FOR SALE $Oi Singer sewing masurveys in New Mexico. Department
chine, used 3 months; $30. Others
Office, Croriwell Block.
Genof the Interior, U. 8.
up.
114
$5 and
Albuquaque, New Mexico.
West Gold.
eral's Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
April 1, 1909. NOTICE No. 15. SealFOR SALE New
house, full
lot, good lawn; easy terms Portered proposals will be received In this
IRA M. BOND
office until 10 o'clock a. m. May 1,
fleld Co., 218 West Gold.
Attorney at Law.
1909. for running,
measuring and
FOR SALE Tho house at 202 N.
marking in accordance with existing
Kdlth at a bargain, inspect same.
Pensions, Land Patents, Cop yw rights, emulations and such special Instruc
Chas. Mann, Old Albuquerque.
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
tions as may be Issued by the survey
FOR SALE Underwood Typewriter,
or general, the standard, township
Marks, Claims.
Farms near
good as new. MUlett Studio.
86 F Btreet'N. W. Washington, D. O. and section line necessary to subdi
IRRIGATED
from two
loFOR SALE
house, good
vide and complete,
the following
acre.
cation, $1,050; a bargain. Porter-fieltownships,
Tps.
20
31
viz:
8.,
Rs.
and
MADDTSON
K.
THOS.
D.
Co., 216 West Gold.
Ranging in price from $46
32 E.; 22 N. R. 22 E.; 6 N., R. 2 E.:
4
R. 11 E.; 20
R. 18 E., 26 8.
to $200 an acre. If you
FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano.
Attorney at Law
R. 6 E., and fractional Tps. 5 and 6
goed as new, beautiful tone. A
want to make money now
N., R. 37 E ; 5 and 7 N., Rs. 26 ana
chance to possess an Instrument of
Office, 117 West Gold Ave.
Is the time to buy. Ranch
27 E.; 6 N.. R 27 E.; 13 K, H 17
unexcelled make at lust half what
property is advancing steal-il- y
E.; 23 N.. R. 3E.; 13 N., R. t E.;
It Is worth. On exhibit at Whit
1
N.. 1t. 1 W.; 11 N., R. 3 E: also
son's Muslo store, 124 South Bet i
all tho time.
INSURANCE
g
all valid unsurveyed
ond street. Albuquerque,
claims found to be within any of said
FOR SALE $50 Iron bedstead,
B. A. SLETSTER
townships, and such retracements or
springs and mattress,
for
as may be found to
$20;
$25 blrdseye maple wash
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
be absolutely
necessary. Minimum
new, for $15;
stand, practically
Public.
legal rates of mileage are $9 per mile
goods can be Inspected. 302 West
'.or standard. $7 for township and $5
Hunlng avenue.
Rooms 19 and 14, Cromwell Blk.
for section or small holding lines. Incottage; Albuquerque
F O R SALE
Four room
New Mexico termediate rates are $13 for standlawn, shade; lot 50x142; cement
$15 West Gold Avenue,
ard, $11 for township and $7 for sec
walk; $1,500 will buy it If sold
A. E. WALKER
tion or small holding lines. Maximum
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
prior to April 15. Room 9, Armljo
rates are $18 for standard, $15 for
building.
Fire Insurance
township and $12 for section or small
holding lines. Special maximum rates
Secretary Matual BaUdlng Association are $25 for standard, $23 for townFOR SALE-Poul- try
917 West Centra y Avenue
ship and $20 for section or smallholding lines, the latter rates to be
FOR SALE Eggs for setting. White
allowed only where the lines of surleghorn 11. P. Rocks and Silver
AUCTIONEER
Bend for Our Select List of
vey pass over lands
mountainous, s
Ijiufd Wyandott'-s- . Winter layers.
heavily timbered or covered with
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
$1.25 per 13. II. L.
Blair, 219
J. M. Sollla of the firm of SolUe A dense undergrowth, and exceptionally ' whereby you can Insert dls- Granite avenue.
single Le Breten, 117 West Gold avenue, difficult to survey. 1'arty or parties sft) play ads In all papers for
FOR SALEvT horoug h bred
an auctioneer's license to whom contract or contracts may
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
comb Rhode Island Red and Buff has obtained
the purpose of serving the public be awarded must execute the surveys s The Dake Advertising Agency,
Leghorn eggs, $1 per setting. 1411 for
own
proper
In
capacity
as
person
Incorporated.
In
well as doing an
that
or pertheir
North Fifth street.
auction business at their own store sons with such assistants as may be
417 & Main St. II Greary St.
on Thursday of eaeh week, at 8:10 required.
Compassmen will not be
Los Angeles, Cal. San Franclao.
JESUS.
roNfKltYIN
7: $0 o'clock. Mr. Sollie has allowed. Bond with approved, securiThe world's greatest thinkers near- and
.experience
had
broad
In the auction ties for the faithful performance of
ly all disagree with the church. You
business In his yeunger days. With the contract will be required of the
should know their beliefs.
Three tls close attention
to business and the successful bidders. Itlds must be acbrief essays one on Jesus, one on polite and easy way
in which he can companied by a certified check In the bbSbsMH
the Origin of the Gospels, and one on address the people, will
assure him urn of $440, which is 5 per cent of Is
reyou
Christianity
will give
the net
success as In other days. The peo- the estimated
liability.
Certified
sults of modern scholarship and in- ple of Albuquerque can make
no
will be returned to unsuccessspiration. Price 12c. Send dime and mistake In giving Mr. Solll. their checks
ful bidders Immediately alter award
stamp to Tilt School of Truth, Ijttuy-Hte- , work.
of contracts by the General Land Ofto take Carduf, for your female
Ind.
fice and to the successful bidder or
troubles, because ve are sure It
bidders after forms of contract and
wl!l help you.
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
Remember that
bond have been properly executed.
this great female remedy
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors
The right is reserved to rej.-c- t
anv
the Alvarado and next door to and all bids, waive technical defects,
and CURE the LUNGS
Eturges' cafe, is prepared to give and to accept any part of any bid.
th.rough scalp treatment,- - do hair rejecting the other part, if tho intor- dressing, treat corns, bunions and ents of the government require It.
:c grown nails. She gives massage Proposals must be .submitted In duw,th
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs. plicate to the umli rsigned, and et- bambini's own preparation of
dorsed on the envelope: "Proposal
has brought relief to thousands of
up
cream builds
the skin and for Executing Government
Surveys.
other sick women, so why not to
'mproves the complexion, and
Notlco No. 15." The proposals receivyou ? For heaoache, backache,
guaranteed not to be injurious. Bli ed will be opened at the time and
I'KIfK
19c A 11.00.
Fun
also prepares hair tnlc and cure place above stated and bidders are
periodical
pains, femata weakal eottl. f rt
U
W W W
and prevents dandruff and hair fall- Invited to be present at such opening.
ness, many have said It is "the
IhO AIL THROAT AND
TROUBLES.
ing eut, restores life to dead hair, re- Further Information will be furnishbest medicine to take." Try it I
moves moles, warts and superfluous ed upon application to the underGUARANTEED SAT13FACIOKV
any
hair.
blemish of the face, signed. Jno. W. Marsh, Surveyor GenFor
CH KONEY ill.ru NDiD.
Sold in This City
call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
eral for New Mexico.
The Kind Albuquerque)

,
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Bargains in
Real Estate

small-holdin-

com-plet-

e,

A.

Montoya

We Ask You

KILL the COUGH

Dr. King'i
Hew Discovery

riMR"
mm sbsT

com-rlexlo- n

!

as

ID

YOUR FEET ARE YOUR
BEST FRIENDS
over a bit and then ask yourself if
you are giving them a square deal.

JHIN'K that

They are entitled to the easiest shoe that you
can find and you haven't given them that shoe
until you have bought a pair of our snappy Goodyear Welt Oxfords or Shoes, the best footwear ever built for comfort, style and wear.

I'ct

Men

For Women

.

.

.$3 oo to $5.00

.

.$2.50 to $5.00

AMUL

12,

19011.

a Great Deal of Difference
to you where you buy your
clothes; because, unless
you're a good judge, you
don't really know what
you are getting; there's always a lot of cotton-mixestuff on the market. That's
one of the strongest reasons for coming here; you'll
get here
d

i:i:t snow

s

n
it's a shower of
Yes. Ind T'l.
Kach "drop" is tooth-Mswni't thine
vlinlrm' ami surchartied with
Kniiil cln cr.
It ruins iniidy lien' tin
wh'ih' day lonjr. Tliafa because ve
fresh supare continuously Kettin
liny a pound or a bushel and
plies,
take It homo to the kids. old anil
younft. You'll make tln'm merry a nil
the rust won't hurt you.
RCIITJTT CXTY CO.
Kra-oiu-

Door North of

l

PRIVATE GROWTHS

CHOICEST

Hart Schaffner& Marx
Phone 72

I. (.

the linest tailoring
world,
the mo3t
in the
feet style; we'll fit you right
both your person and purse
;

all-wool-

Strong Brothers

PERSONAL
.

lit Makes

s

COFFEES

f
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PARAGRAPHS

Suits $22 lo $35
Tl-.t-

.

Mioulil you fail to receive The

rwrrittittgnakr

Evening
1lUcn, call up the
i
Co., telephone
l'oslal
'o. 38, and your paper will bo
tlclivrrcd ly special nicsMcnstcr.

I

;

Hart Scbatfner & Mars

i

stcre is the lu : e cf
c.:i:ti''?r & Mux clot'-.s--

s

s

t

Tt'li-Krupl-

!

Insure

the Occidental Life.

In

Try Glorieta beer. I'hone 4S2.
Kogular ineitinx of Winiiliiii n I'ir-tomorrow at ":3U in I. ( ). l ). F.
hall.
I.. M. (iazin. til" Topeka. Santa Fo's
chief engineer, arrived in tin; city
yesterday.
Vrrnon I,. Sullivan, territorial engineer, was a visitor here from the
ctipilal yesterday.
1. It. Crandall.
deputy Internal
n venue collector for
Arizona ami
d'

EXCLUSIVE AGENCY FOR DOROTHY
i

B0D1) SHOES

f

Dcrothy Dodd Smart Oxfords

$2.50, $3, $3.50, $4

5

fi

5

For dress, street or house
wear, in all the desired
extension or light soles.
Plain lace, blucher or
button styles.

:

Everywhere "Dorothy Dodd" Oxfords are noted for their
smart style. But that's not all. The new "Dorothy Dodd"
styles are the best money's worth of shoes we have ever seen
at their prices. We only ask you to see them. For to see
them is to want a pair. Many smart new styles now on disshoe department.
play at Rosenwald's
te

TEN NIUXBS FREE WITH EVERY PAIR SHOES $2.50

&

OVER

I

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
Stoves, Ranges, House Furnishing Goods,
Cutlery and Tools, Iron Pipe, Valves
and Fittings.
Plumbing, Heating, Tin and Copper Work

I 318 W. Central Ave.

Phone 315

iiniiilKiatiou.
There will 4e a meeting of the Order of Owls this evening in Flks' hall.
be
will
Matters of importance
brought up and all members are urged to be present.
L. 'li. Cartwrlght, of La Junta, and
H. J. Snow-denof Katon, special
agents for the Santa Ke, were visitors in the city yesterday.
Mrs. F. H. Nuddiiig. of Santa Fe,
Is in the city, accompanied by
her
little daughter, on a visit to her pur- nls, Mr. anil Mrs. W. II. Hahn.
Don't forget the big shoe sale now
121
going on at William Chaplin's,
West
Central avenue. FloraiiJlm
shoes for men at cost.
Superintendent F. L. Myers, of the
Ulo Grande, division, spent yesterday
city with his family. Mr.
in the
Myers' headquarters are at Clovia.
Governor Curry spent yesterday ir.
the city and has accepted the invitation to become one of the
f the trade excursion which leaves
here Friday morning.
M. M. Padgett, editor of the Las
Vegas Optic, and u member of the
Immigration
board, is
territorial
spending the day here on business In
onnection with the board.
We have stirred the town with our
big &hoe sale. Reductions in all
styles of shoes for men and women.
Chaplin, 121 West Central avenue.
of the
Griffith Smith, manager
Slate Text Hook Depository of Cooke- vllle, Tenn., who has been spending
the winter mouths in this city, h aves
for his home In Tennessee this
,

A. llubbell accompanied by
James L. Hubbell, bit last
night for his sheep ranch near Datil.
James I. Hubbell just returned yes
terday from Qnincy, 111., where he
attended uchool.
The Crystal theatre management
announces to the public that tney
have on the boards for thi afternoon
ind evening only, one of the newest
and best films ever sent out from
ShakesYork, representing
New
peare's tragedy
of "King Lear."

Frank

YOUR

ADS IN THE ALBUQUERQUE

E. L. WASIIBURN, Pres.

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

CITIZEN

4 Treas

E. L. Washburn Company

Lady Assistant

i

Chamberlain, potentate.
An evangelistic meeting will begin
tonight at the Presbyterian church.
corner of Fifth and Silver, conducted
by Prof and .Mrs. Montgomery. They
are' both talented musicians and an
Interesting and helpful meeting is
predicted.
An entire change of program with
three first class pictures will be on
at the Colombo theatre tonight. The
new pictures are
"The Settlement
Workers," "The Koad to The "Heart,"
(dramatic) and "Trying to Get arrested," (comedy.)
The marriage of Thomas Salazar,
son of Mr. and Mrs. K. C Salazar.!
of liarelas, and Miss Itosita. Padilla,
of Santa Fe, will take place Thursday morning at the home of the
bride at Santa Fe. The young couple
will arrive In Albuquerque the same
i veiling to make
their home here.
The ladies of St. John's Guild will
give a tea at the residence of Mrs.
G. L. Krooks, 903 West Copper avenue, Tuesday, April 13, from 3 until 6
o'clifck.
There will be a sale of
aprons, sun bonnets ind home cooking.
All friends and strangers are
welcome.

The Faster bull to be given by the
lirotiierhood of America at
the armory tonight promises to be a
big huccivs and no effort has been
spared to assure everybody a delightKxcellent music has
ful evening.
the committee
been engaged and
promises something special In the
way of refreshments.
of the
The commute in charge
I'nlon men's omoker last Thursday
night takes this means of thanking
Judge Craig and W. P. Metcalf for
& Llndc-mann- 's
speechmaking, the
lioy band, the Carpenters, the
Southwestern Hrewery & Ice Co., and
all persons who contributed to make
it the succpsa it wae.
Fifty young musicians composing
the tirst anl second Learnard &
ilioys' builds will give a
fire concert In the big Learnard &
Lindemann music store tomorrow
evening. The boys will appear In
public for their first time as a com- Modern

(Im'Oi:i'ii:m Fi)

Complete Outfitters for Men and Boys

rioiotntotfltoiototototoioio

WHEN VOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

to reduce stock.

The Leading

Easter, Don't
I

t

Stein-BIoc- h

Smart Clothes

which same we have waiting for
you in all spring models and styles
longs, itouts or regular sizes here

$15.00 to $30.00
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

Jeweler

PPD
L.IA1ITT
1

V

1

1

For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery

y xx x x x x y xxxx x x juixxxxxxx"
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1434; r. w. SCHMALMACK
QEO. B. WILLIAMS 1169

141

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
117 West Central Avenue, Blue Front. Phone 780.

i

i

Pan-coa-

st

i

Pan-coas-

J. A. Wood, Prop.

MINNEAPOLIS

III Rooming House

The Home Restaurant

10 TAXPAYERS

l'
I'OH TIIK COXVKMKXCK
TAXP.WI'.KS IX PKiaiVCTS 13
AMI 2. I WILL UK AT Til
OF W. V. MinVALF, 321 W.
iOLl AVK... l A KUY AIM KUXOOX
OF A PHIL 12 IX) 17 FOIL TIIK
OF It IX F.IVINJ TAX
I'l
ItinritXS. TIIK LAST 1Y I'OH
UK
HITIKXS WILL
MAKlXt.
APHIL SOTII. AITF.lt THAT 1TK,
25 PKIt CKXT I'KX'AI.TY WILL ItK
KI-OS-

x'oHinx;

cnU(.i:i
XII

to law.

LYII.I.i: It. M' MM Kits.
ASSI.sSOIt.

COAL

Albuquerque.

SWIFT'S

AIX LFNGTHS CEDAR AXD
PIXION WOOD.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, $5.5.

PREMIUM

We'll Ptease or Bust

I

Js.

J.

M.

SOLI. IK.

Auctioneer.

.Printers and other interested lt
traaes will be interests

.9 printing
, loarn that

they can ecure the In
ind Printer of O. J. Kraemrr, at
office.

LARD

The purest, cleanest and
best of all lard

We will meet any competlfloa

3 lbs 50c

5 lbs 80c
10 lbs $1.50

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone
Office, Corner

251.

Hotter lard can't be made

Granite and First

AUCTION
ill sell
We
rare opportunity.
at auction in front of Sollie and Le
Breton's tore, 117 West Hold avenue, Saturday, April 17th, at 2 p. in.,
sr. tine Jersey milch cows, four of
V
!ch are fresh and two heifers. Also
r
horse anil wagon, besides other

!

NUT, $4.25.

B.

11.

A

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:

r. homhan

at Armory

Ijite Turfman Shows liiuueiise
Fortune, lint tin Income From

Will of

Hotel
QsraSge

t:xxxxc cxjutjcxx)

In Case of Emergency
c. o.

Grand Easter Ball

$25,800,000

ABOUT

THE

OF-l'IC- H

J

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
It

...A tend the.,.

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK

XXA- -.

WHITE WAGONS

PROPtMY

MONDAY. APRIL 12
W. H. Green, formerly immigration
it Has IW'ii Small.
inspector with headquarters here, hits
Given by
Stat-- s
been indicted by the Cnited
Los Angeles. April 12. As uneventgrand jury sitting at Las Crucrw for
Modern
Brotherhood
of America
assisting Chinese into the I'nited ful as the settlement of a $300 esStates. Green was stationed here for tate, was the probation in the suLambs Frkb
Admission $1.00
Chinese perior court of the will disposing of
sevi ral months to prevent
from coming Into the I'nited States. millions of dollars of the late K. J.
llaldwin. H. A. Unruh,
Other Indictments are expected be- (Lucky)
business manager of the famous turffore the Jury completes its work.
The concluding services for the man during his lifetime, and named
Jewish Feast of Passover were held by him as executor of the will, tesROOMS AT
tified as to the legality of the will, the
in Temple Albert last evening. Uabbl
an ad- soundness of Baldwin's mind and his
li. M. Chapman delivered
dress. The ijeautlful Hebrew melo- freedom from any sort of. undue indies were exquisitely rendered by the fluence when the will was signed,
November 14, 1908.
well trained choir and despite the inMr. Unruh fixed the value of the
clement weather tliero was a fair attendance. With sundown today, the real property t from J20.000.000 to
$24,000,1100 and of the personal propFi ut of Passover comes to an end.
in118V4 West Sliver Avenue.
Albuquerque friendw are in receipt erty at $127,300. The net annual exeproperty
the
said
come
the
from
wedding
of Invitations to the
of Chal
only take the cake, but
Not
mers Lowell Paneoast, formerly em- cutor. ha b en only $10,000.
they take the whole bakery,
Attorneys for Mrs. iLlllie Bennett
ployed on the local newspapers.
to
with thp baker thrown In.
of llaldwin, the widow and Mrs. Helda
Miss Hazel Franklin Thomas,
LMcik and Harry eay so.
Tom.
wife
a
Selby.
by
another
daughter
April
27.
Ohio,
Noward,
Mr.
surviving
So
must be something In
there
the
of
the
mother
than
many
by
will be remembered
it.
Come and see for
daughters were in court but took no
t.
Albuquerque people as 'Scoops"
He it now a member of the part in the proceedings.
editorial forces of several well known
ISF.IM.M'KN M Wtlil'.K JOMS.
magazines.
Chicago. April 12. "Hilly" Sulliby
accompanied
C.
Catron
Charles
van, catcher for the White Sox, Iras
K. W. Mays, both of Santa Fe. 1. ft
been appointed manager of the team
lor their homes in the Ancient 'ityj in place of Fielder Jones, the old
this afternoon in their Kurd turin.; team leader.
lar, in w hich they came to this city
esterdy morning. Mr. Catron Mat- TOO UVTK TO CLASSIFY.
id that they made the trip from
Santa Fe to liernalillo in less than FOIt SALK F.vorything in the store,
three hours on their way here, which
including fixtures, also room for &24 South Second St, corner Iron.
is considered fairly good time, conrent. Call at Cash Millinery store,
All new iron beds. Reoms for
sidering the roads. After u short
210 South Second street.
housekeeping.
Single room,
stop in liernalillo, they will return
$1.2t
er week. N invalids received.
to Santa Fe and expect to arrive
large shipment of Alfred
Another
there in time for supper this even- Itt'iijainin &
. clothing reeelvcd ut
ing.
Iteiijuiiiin ItroN., 218 Wct Central.
REMEMBER
The lUirgomaster special composed
of two Pullman sleeping cars and a
See I. II. Cox, the plumber, for
baggage car arrived from lil Paso
hone. .All grades and prices, from
today just at noon. The members of $5 to $tt. Garden hose repairing. 706
207 West Gold Avenue
the company appear to oe the most West Central. Plume 1020.
prosperous show people to visit AIs the Hest Place in Town to Eat
lbuquerque for some time. There were
in two minutes;
Stops earache
TRY US
more than fifty people on the train. toothache or pain ot burn or scald
The baggage ear w as Illled w ith scen- In five minutes; hoarseness, one hour
ery. The advance sale of seat was mouscleache, two hours; eore throat,
one of the largest of the season. It twelve hours Dr. Thomas Eclectrlo Colburn's
Employment (Mice
began yesterday morning at S o'clock Oil, Monarch over Pain.
vlth sixty buyers in line, and the In
at Joe Richards' Cigar Store
that
dications were this afternoon
U3 West Central Ave.
a
when the chart is moved to tho
Wanted Good
husky
tonight,
workers.
houne at 7:30 o'clock
'teady Job. Good wages.
standing room will be at a premium.
Wanted Nurse girl.
NOTICE

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

OCXXJUOUUOOOOCXX

3

Co:;:r

Coal Coke Wood

We have both makes. Our stock ia large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figure. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods

Now, Just Before

OOTili'S

?ZZ

dp-er-

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

forget what is due your looks as a
careful dresser in

he Central Avsnuo

Those who are fortunate enough to
see this film it Im claimed will see one
of the very beat ever brought to
It must be witm.eil to billed organization ami those who go
be appreciated. Another good
pic- -' to
s
them may prepare Co
ture, "Just Ki ward." Is exeeptioiuilly f ir hear
a surprise.
The con ert tomorline.
row evening will oe given for the
Regular meeting of Kallat Abyad ' special lienclit of the parents
.Ww .Mexico, Is in tin- city on npi:-- i
and
Templi', Ancient Am bie Order of the supporters of the bands but any one
!al duty.
this!
.Nobles
Mystic
of
the
Shrine.
large
interested will be welcome.
V.
Soff ISlack. of Aztec, San Juan
at s o'clock. Visiting Nobles number of chairs will be pl.i"ei in
county, in in the city and will at- evening
cordially
to
L.
invited
II.
attend.
the store for the audience.
tend tlic meeting ,,f tin; bureau of

his son.

PLACE

Mrs. R. B. Patten

S5.Z3

Swifi's Premium Hams

Briggs & Co.

16c.

DRUGGISTS
ALVARADO

Swill's Premium Bacon

24c.

PHARMACY

i

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

Occidental Building

Bring U

SKINNER'S

PHARMACY
,

Your Prescription!

::

It

205 South First Street

4

i

